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IN THE

CIVIL WAR AND

Denver, Jan. 24. Freight rates on
stock shipments from west of Mis
laco
Then .Made Himself Millionaire In
sourl river and Chicago markets were
the subject of hearing In this city to
AlWoods
Michigan.
of
Which
. V4v
..
day before Charles A.. Prouty of the
-K 1385 -- SOOT 9
286S
Ail.
ways Stood By Him.
United States Interstate Commerce
S86 f Brig? GcNCMt
PKinmVC U
JUCHJ6AM
commission.
OEN. RUSSELL A. ALGER.
The hearing was a continuation of
WITH THE OHIO
IN Cincinnati,
LOOKING DOWN VINE
:e'feiu).m SECOND
Washington, D. C. Jun. 24. Uni
the one opened In Chicago a few
BUSY
AT
MILES
IS
AS
AND
OF
THROUGH
CITY
K
IUVEK
KNOWN
WHAT
STAtiE
RAIN
Jill
weeks ago, in the case of the Texas
ted States Senator Russell A. Alger,
Cattle Growers' association and the STREETS.
Michigan, died suddenly at hlf
of
conNational Live Stock association,
home at 8:45 this morning. At 8: SO
ducted the examination of witnesses.
the senator had a pleasant chat with
Most of the evidence brought out at
his wife, and then went down stairs.
the hearing today was to show that DRY FARMERS MEET IN MURDER COMMITTED IN SHONTS
ANY
DENIES
beA few minutes later his heart failed
the service was poorer than ever
and death came immediately.
The
fore with no apparent prospect for
senator had not been feeling well for
A number of prominent
betterment.
L
ION
MAN
AT
LONDON.
THE
III
CANAL
FRICTION
several days, but he was in the senate
cattle men went on the stand, Includthrough-nuing Murdo Mackenzie, president of
t
chamber Tuesday afternoon,
the discussion of the Brownsville
the National American Live Stock
:
affair. He had suffered from a
association A. E. Derlcqles, general
MENT
manager of the American Live Stock
valvular disease of the heart for
years.
Memberassociation; C. W. Merchant of Texas
The Immediate cause of the death
and others. All testified that it took
x
thirty-sitwenty-four
to
hours
of Senator Alger Is given by the
from
s-Lands
longer to get stock to market than Sixteen States Are Kepresent Killed Founder of First De - Wjuld Not Have Resigned at doctor as acute attack of oedema of
ago.
years
Cattle cars
the lungs.
It did a few
partment Store Established
All But President Con
ed From West of
are used for shipment of other freight
shipping
Gen. Russell A. Alger was born on
during the busy season for
Mississippi.
sented In Advance
a farm In Lafayette, Medina county,
in Great City.
cattle. Mackenzie declared that tens
Ohio, February 27, 1836.
of thousands of cattle and sheep are
He was
orphaned at 11 and thrown upon his Special to The Evening Cltlsen.
left in Texas, New Mexico and Arl
towns titles to the same, fcoth bm
own,
zona last year because cattlemen NEW MEXICO IS WELL
resources. Farm work occupied
will go to fie proper committee.
ENGINEER STEVENS WILL
GRAIN IS
EXPORT
24.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
OF.
The
hearing
cars.
could not secure
The
his earlier years. He saved his mon- question
The council will probably adjocrrn
of
employes
was
extra
the
THEY
SAY
noon
to Amarillo,
was adjourned at
REPRESENTED.
BE SUCCESSOR TO SHONTS ey and attended the Richfield (O.)
this afternoon until Monday
. FORBIDDEN IN CHINA
principal
tosespenter
In
Interest
of
the
Texas, where it will be continued
academy during the winters, afterThe house held ' a" session this
t; i i .
morrow and later testimony . will be
wards reading law In the office of sions of the legislature today.
morning, most of the time being; use
London, Jan! 24. William Whitley,
Denver. Jan. 24. Sixteen states
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. The Wolcott and Upsofd, in Akron. In
taken at Fort Worth.
Contrary to the statements
pubIn caucauslng on extra employes
west of the Missouri river are repre- the founder of the first big depart- announcement was mad today at the 1859 he was practicing law In Cleve- lished In the Journal of AlbuquerAbsolute hormony prevailed an
Dry
ment Btore in London, was shot and war department
n
sented In the
land with the then
firm que, there was no discord In the se- the matter will be definitely nnd
CLAIMANT OF $200,000,000
the
office
of
that
-,
which convened killed this afternoon by a young man
of Otis and Canterbun.
His health lection of employes, but only a sin- lsfactorily adjusted. The number of
T1UES SUICIDE ROUTE, Farm convention,
today. Large delegations are who afterwards attempted to commit chairman and chief engineer of the falling, he went Into the pine woods cere desire on the part of all to se- employes will be within
the limit ot
Dallas, Texas, Jan. 24. Following here
present
Wyoming,
from Colorado,
suicide.
Isthmian commlRshm vald- be "com of Michigan. When the war broke cure competent help and to aelect funds available!
j
a conference with his attorneys rela Utah, Kansas
Mexico. For
Xew
No
and
out,
Iloason
is
Known.
applicants.
them
as
from
private,
he
mahy
enlisted
a
the
took
ield
The
house
bined
a
Stevens,
en
and
snort
Mr.
charge
sesslou Um '
to
chief
that
of misuse of the mer Governor Jesse F. McDonald, by
the
tive
upon
Whitley
was
leavpoint
sixty-si- x
the
of
part
The
council
held
a
battles,
brief
session
in
under
served
afternoon.
glneer,
regiven
would
be
appoint
Joseph
the
malls,
H. Cowan, who
ing his store when the assallent rush- ment, the understanding being that Custer, commanded the Fifth Michi- this morning and another this afterMonday the assembly will convvtw
cently came Into prominence because whom the call for the congress was
gan regiment in the army of the Po- noon.
first ses- ed up to him with a revolver in his he will maintain his residence upon
in good working order and will get
of his efforts to recover a large block Issued, was chairman of the
were
mad3. hand and fired several shots at the the Isthmus.
addresses
At the morning session. J. O. Cam- down to routine work.
The rslgnation of tomac, was wounded in the battle of
of land In the heart of the uptown sion. Several
"Alms and Objects of the Congress" merchant, who dropped dead.
Council committees will not be anChairman Shonts, It was bIho stated Hoonevllle, and came out of the army eron of Eddy county, Introduced two
district of New York City, known as were
Springs
by
explained
W.
put
John
The assassin then
bills to donate tracks of land to Ros- nounced today.
the revolver will be accompanied by, his reslgna a brigadier general.
the Hartsfleld estate, yesterday re- of Denver. The purpose
conto
of the
his own brain inflicting what arc
After the war Alger returned to well, In Chaves county, and Artesia,
The house committees were anas president of the Panama Rail
tired to an adjoining room and sever
permanent considered mortal wounds. No rea- tlon
road company. Shonts will become Michigan and the lumber business. in Eddy county, for cemeteries. These nounced yesterday afternoon, and are
al moments later was found seated gress is first to form aorganization,
yet
assigned
son has
been
for the president of the Interborough-Metr- o
Fortune favored him. He built rail- tracts are already In use as cemeter- published on another page of today's
behind a bookcase, suffering from a educational to interstate
afford full discusnlon of murder. The store was crowded wUh poiltan company, which controls th roads and Invested in mines. Then ies nnd the bills are only to give the Citizen.
wound in the left breast. The proper and second
culsoil
principles
of
scientific
shoppers and a panic followed the Rapid Transit and many other stir years ago he was already rated as
ty which Cowan claims is estimated the
shooting.
ten times a millionaire.
face lines in New York.
to be worth $200,000,000.
The ac ture.
Alger's career as a politician began
tion brought against him in the feder
;UAI
CANNOT RE
Fuller Particulars Given.
in 1884, when he vas elected governSPEAKS TONIGHT FOR
al court was based on a correspond
Colo.,
24.
Denver,
The
first
Jan.
EXPORTED I 'ROM CHINA.
ence he had with other claimants.
KNIFE AND FORK CI. lit, or of Michigan on the republican TWENTY-FOU- R
general convention of persons interHong-Kon24.
export
Jan.
The
Kuiikuk City, Jan.
24. Theodore ticket. He was a presidential aspirested In the reclamation of the semi-ari- d of grain has been prohibited by the
convention which first
TRANSPORTATION EXHiniTS
who is to speak tonight an ant In the Renjamin
regions of the United States by authorities of the province of Klang Shonts,
nominated
John
Harrlsn.
AT JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION systems of scientific farming,
met Si, In consequence of the rice and guest of the Knife and Fork club Sherman laid his defeat at Alger's
arrived In Kansas City this morning door.
Norfolk, Vd., Jan. 24. A very in- here today under the presidency of
In 1896 Alger "paid the
crops being largely failures, from the east. In the course of an
teresting display at the Jamestown Governor Jesse F. McDonald. There other
furnishing only about
d
to Interview regarding his resignation, freight" and personally conducted the
exposition, and one which Is sure to was a large attendance of persons one-ha"tour of generals" which helped to
of the average yields.
ho said:
prove a great attraction will be the from this and adjoining states.
In
McKlnley. He was made sec"I have done exactly what I said elect
transportation exhibits, for here can opening the proceedings Governor MISSISSIPPI COTTON
retary of war, but resigned after the
I should do organize
an isthmian outcry
be seen side by side with the most McDonald explained that the rapid
anTrinidad, Jan. 24. Official
gress was made owing to the large
"embalmed
beef."
SEED IIADLY INJIRED. canal commission.
There was no Michigan,against
modern vehicles, and the modes of development of scientific farming and
however, believed in Alger, nouncement made this afternoon at quantity of wreckage In the way. Th
Jackxon, Miss., Jan. 24. Cotton friction not a bit of friction."
Repropelling them, the antiquated types profitable crop production under imupon Senator Jas. McMillan's the local office of the Colorado Fuel bodies of four dead have been rewhich did service In our great (,'rand proved agricultural methods and the seed in storage in the Mississippi val- ferring to the talk that he had re and
sent him to the senate.
and Iron company, that 24 were kill- covered, and according to the best
fathers times. That the hundreds of unmistakable proof of the possibility ley is suffering considerably owing signed for a position which meant death,
Alger's family
of Mrs. Al- ed by the Prlmero explosion.
information obtainable, twelve mora
thousands of people who will visit of reclaiming a great portion of the to the prevalance of remarkably mild more money. Shonts said with much ger; u daughterconsists
IlfMCue Party IKtes Little.
Carolina, wife of
miners are missing and are supposed
and old mill managers re showed spir":
the exposition will have an oppor semi-ari- d
acreage
of the western weather
"Now why should men say such HarryFay,D. Sheldon, Detroit; a daugh- in The rescue party worked all night to be dead in the mine. They art fortunity to compare the various modes states had led to increased activity port that seed shipments are of inwife of Wm. E. Ratley,
ter.
shifts at the Prlmero eigners. Had the explosion occurred
of transporttion, in the past, with both in experimental
and official ferior quality owing to the heating things. I should not have resigned at
Pa.; a daughter,
Frances, coal mine where the explosion occur- In the day time over 100 men would
the perfected modes of the present, work. He believed that the time for and rotting which is becoming gener- all If the president had not consent- wife of Chas. It.
Pike, Chicago; a son red yesterday morning, but little pro have been entombed.
al. Although deterioration in quality ed In advance. President Roosevelt
la evidenced by the fact that such united action and official encourageRussell A. Alger, Jr., Detroit; a son,
leading concerns as the American ment had been reached, and that is shown, wagon seed Is still holding realized the opportunity was excep- - Frederick
Moulton Alger, Detroit.
Locomotive
Works,
the Baldwin there should be Inaugurated a practi- 'steady at $12 per ton though many tlonal and that I might do much for
For many years Gen. Alger gave
Locomotive Works and the Climax, cal general movement, under proper offerings are rejected on account of New York people In assuming charge every Detroit newsboy
annually
a
quality. The bulk of the seed of the lnterborough railway. You
as well as other leading works and organization,
through which the the
crop has been marketed and man-jage- say this is one government Job that Is suit of clothes. Later he gave the
companies Interested in motive pow great natural resources of the
state that there has been a resigned with every possible feeling boys bankbooks, each containing a
er, will have complete exhibits.
districts, and the possibilidecided decrease In the volume of courtesy and good will from both savings nestegg, and offered prizes
ties of extending the agricultural veryofferings
for those who saved the most money
since Jan. 1st. Growers sides."
OH Well AnYcUtl.
areas of our western states may be lot
during the year.
now making inquiries for seed
Chicago, Jan. 24. According to a brought to the attention of the coun- are
"What's the matter with Alger?
for planting, and standard varieties A SOUTHERN GAME
large.
try
To
populate
vast
at
dispatch to the Record-Heral- d
that
from
all right!! swept Michigan and
In strong demand at good prices
PRESERVE ORG A N I ZED. He's
Galveston, Texas, the gulf coast oil acreage, he said, where Irrigation Is are
was carried to the national convenvery hard to obtain.
New York, Jan. 24. At a tneetlng tion during his candidacy for
fields have decreased their production not possible would Insure the con- but
the
of the League of American Sports- presidential nomination.
per cent within the tinuance of prosperity throughout the LARGE
ovrr forty-fiv- e
The MichPERCENTAGE OF
men today it was finally decided to igan delegates were not long allowed
laHt week, and the Cause Is attributed western states, would increase comI M M I GRANTS I LLITE I IATE. organize a
Denver. Jan. 24. A Special from tirade witli whom lie was working,
club to create and hold a to
to the selslmlc disturbances In Ja merce and stimulate a demand for
a monopoly of the catchy
Washington,-C, Jan. 24. Ac- game preserve In North Carolina. cry, have
malca. The sudden drop was noticed the products of the factories to such
supporters of other favorite sons Douglas, Arizona, says Bert Seely, when they made a vicious assault on
the second day after the quake, and an extent that every commercial In- cording to returns 56 per cent of The directors of the club will be Gen. taking it up and applying it to their a famous Arizona cowboy, is reported him with hoel and picks. He shot
rt
seventeen of the wells in Texas and dustry in the
state southern Italians, 40 per cent of James A. Kuchanau, U. S. A.; Frank own candidates, until it became part to have killed six Yaqut laborers in a down and killed live of them be for
they
desisted
from
the attack.
Louisiana went entirely dry. After would be favorably effected. After Poles, 25 per cent of Slavocks and J. Pierce, John J. Amory, Dr. R. J. of the vernacular.
fight on the new Southern Pacific line ' While escuping from the scene ba
the Valparaiso
earthquake many the appointment of the various com- 23 per cent of the Hebrew immi- Held, O. W. Voder Dosch, Even
Alger
glad
In
made
his
enemies
tluayMoctezumta,
w
to
from
met another Indian
Sonora.
grants are Illiterate. Ninety-si- x
ho triod to stop
per Shelby, Admiral Kobely and William 1901. He wrote a book, "The
wells ceased to flow, while an lm mittees, irrigation, rain, and the
mas, eight miles from Moctezuniu. him and who received six bullets,
of ugrlculture without either cent of Germans are able to read Henry Hall. A report was read from erican
inense oil lake appeared out in the
War," in which he According
report
some
to
making
the
he
had
the sixth denth. Seely escapgulf. The north Texas fields have will be considered. The convention and write when they enter the coun- a committee which has inspected sought to justify his own career and
Increased one hundred per cent since which is looked upon by western try; 87 per cent of Irish and 99 per several properties in North Carolina, discredit that of Gen. Miles, Admiral I words with a gung of Indians on the ed.
the Jamaica shock and the product states as being a very important one, cent of English. Last year there and It was decided to purchase a Sampson and some. They and their
were 275,000 immigrants from
large tract of land near. Cape Hat-ter- friends retaliated in kind, and for a
is of a much lighter color.
will last until tomorrow night.
221,000 from Italy and
REPLENISH FAST IHSAPPEAK- for a wild fowl preserve, and time the press was kept busy print- "OLD GUARD" RAI.L IN
184,000 from Russia. Of these 239,-0- 0 to lease a large tract near GreensNEW YORK CITY.
NEW CHINESE TREATY
ItRITISH OFFICERS
ING FLOCKS OF O.U All- ing charges and counter-chargewere unable to read or write.
New York, Jun. 24. There will be
boro for u quail preserve.
POUT HAS KEEN OPENED
ATTACKED IN INDIA.
"Integrity, Industry and economy,"
N. J.. Jan. 24.
Trenton,
The board
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24.
were Gen. Alger's watchwords. "Save two thousand six hundred persons of fish and game commissioners of
Calcutta, Jan. 24. The trial Is takon the West river, has been ing place here today of sixteen naa part of your Income, no matter present at the reception and dance tills slate are about to nurchuse one
of the old guard In Madison Square
opened as a treaty port toduy. The tives. Including three women, who
how small," was his constant motto.
quail w hich will be
Garden tonight. The grand military thousand dozen
u
customs commissioner at
are charged with a murderous atdistributed nil over the state to remidnight,
inarch,
every
at
is making
man
with
the necessary arrange- tack on Lieutenants
Ramsay and
UNIQUE UNVEILING CEREplenish the fast disappearing nocks.
ments. The port Is one of the most White, of the east Ijincashire regiMONY' IN LONDON. in uniform, will take place to the It has been decided to purchase as
music of the old guard's band of two many
important in China as it can be de ment and Connaught rangers respecof the birds as possible from
London, Jan. 24. The bishop of hundred pieces.
Many well known
scribed as the key of the country.
tively, at Bond. The incident closeLondon yesterday unveiled the fam- society people from this city, Bos- Indian Territory, where they are still
ly resembles the Danshawai affair
ous window in the Lady Chapel of ton, New Haven, Pittsburg. Phlladel-imt- a plentiful. So great has been the deH
E
In Egypt.
The officers were hunting
of fish and game, owing tu
the Church of St. Ilartholomew the
'
"SOME POSTMASTERS
and Washington will be present struction
buck when some native women crossIneffective laws that the fish and
Great; the city's one Norman church. at what
is considered to be one of game
IN THE SOUTH WEST
ed the line of fire. They called on
committees of both the huuw
The church was founded In 837 and the social events of the year. The
Special to The Evening Citizen.
the women to go back but they only
the window was concealed from view guests Include 1U0 West Point cadets and senate of the legislature
ar
Washington,
4
Jan. 24. Sen- called on some villagers close by and
about to discuss bills elative t.. thtf
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. The the chief Justice and associate justices for 450 years by a home that was and Annapolis midshipmen.
ator Andrews secured a favor- - 4 said they were being Insulted. The
natter.
built onto the church and encroached
able senate report on the in- whole village then attacked the two house having received notice of the of the United States supreme court. on the consecrated
ground. When SO Ml
S
I'l l I.I R I
crease of pension for Josenta f officers who did their
best to defend death of Senator Alger, adjourned.
the restoration of the famous buildon Ptnion.
(HUH IK, AN SOUTH. WILL NOT INCREASE
4 Montano to 116.
themselves though they were cureful
PRICE OF STEEL.
New Orleans, Jan. 24. A phenoiul-na- l
Senate Kid SniiH-- ,
Washington, I. '. Jan. 21 The ing was entered on, the deplorable
The agricultural bill reported 4 not to use their guns. ISotn were
4
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. The house went Into committee of the condition of the edifice may be JudgPitlsliutg
Pa..
Jan. 24. From
rise occurred in the Mississippi
4 to the house eliminates the dls- - 4 very badly Injured and for a long
this what can lie learned the various
miles below
whole on the pen.iun appropriation ed from the fact that a stable oc- river seventy-fiv- e
4 tribution of common seeds, but 4 time their lives were in danger. Since senate adjourned at 12:17 p. m.
cupied
Ludy ('Impel and a factory city, where for three days the levee steel companies at present have nit
4 the usual amount of 1238,000
the occurrence the women have stat- owing to the death of Senator Alger. bill, limiting the ifeneial debate to anotherthepart of the building.
Unhas been breaking. The river stands intention of increasing prices. Tt
thirty
minutes.
4 is to bo exepnded for uncom- - 4 ed they did not tell the villagers they
DlKtlnguislKxl luiiuiliun Visitor.
der the devoted care of Sir Aston within a tenth of a foot of tin- - highest ' produc t of the United SlatesSteel
4 mon seeds, vines and plants.
were
insulted
but
merely
told
them
Washington.
D. C, Jan. 24. Chief
Webb, M. A., the church can be seen record In this district.
'
IVUhiuii AgciKiew Aboli.tlictl.
Yet, at New corporation lor IV6 has now been
Postmasters At Copperton, 4 they were prevented by the officers Justice Fitzgerald
of the supreme
Washington, l. C, Jan. 24. The again in all its pristine beauty, once Orleans and hundreds of miles north- tim.Uecl at .'.Uutl.Kmi tons of pig Iron
4 Valencia county, John 11. Scholl, 4 from crossing the Jungle path. Such court of Canada and
Mrs.
more worthy of the benevolent found- ward the river Is more than three ami about I :;.niu.ou(i tons of ingot,
house committee on the whole
4 vice M. L. Lukens, deceased; 4' an occurrence as an attack on Eng- - arrived in Washington last Fitzgerald
night upamendment to the pen- er, Rahere, who built the adjoining feet under previous high records. It and altout o.ouU.OUl) tons of
d
Arizona. Mary
4 Showlow,
8.
llah officers la India is very rare as on an Invitation from President and sion bill the
abolishing all pension agen- hospital. St.
Is one Is thougiit a change In the bed of
and rolled product.
All
Brady.
4 both English and natives are living Mrs. Roosevelt for a dinner at the cies in the United States except one, of the oldest Bartholomew's
Norman structures in the stream may a' ounl for the
iurnaces are working full time 1m
ill harmony these many years.
White House this evening In honor of nd fixing that one at Washington.
the Itritish Isles.
meet orders up to July next.
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would place In Mr. Kelly's hands.
He stated that some time ago an
employe of J. C. Durrett of LouisEVENING CITIZEN exchange clearing house
ville, who owns a large farm near
PERSONAL PUOPKrtTY tiOAXS.
WANTED
an Important auxlllnry In the fur
Midway, came to his home at nightraMtatoi Ml, mi Weekly if
thering of local Interest.
WANTKD
More shoe repairing at
fall, driving a bull and four cows,
corner of Hal I road avenue and
and stayed alt night, and that during
Cliiica Publishing Company
Tres TMedras. N. M.: Mrs. D. A.P. E. Daniel.
the night the bull gored a valuable
mmPianos, Organs,
Bremen. .has recently . soldbIIhbtier mtnM
Furniture,
brood mare belonging to him so badly
experienced
WANTKD An
cook. On
mattar.
nrnnrn
niSTOric
OUS
aaaaa4
aaaai
anil
m
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
"i""
on
says
nh
Mrs.
she
H.
he
called
W.
Ho
that
107
Chllders,
died.
North
These properties
In Chloride Flat.
also on SALARIES AND WAREDurrett to pay $250, the value of the
Twehth street.
silver
about thirty years ago mnue camp.
agree
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
mare,
only
would
but
Durrett
A
WANTKD
baker at once, good and
City widely famous as a sliver
as high as $200.
Loans are
pay
to
$150.
wages.
Also
a woman for house- quickly
LltiKntion Is said to be me cause 01
private.
made and strictly
compromise
Martin
would
said
he
In
work
City,
Silver
transportation.
their lying Idle during recent years.
year
to
given.
one
month
One
Kelly
Time:
Mr.
$176,
on
let
would
and
Kmployment
oy
Colburn
Agency.
Several fortunes were prouucea
your
possession.
remain
in
Goods
to
went
ho
handle
while
the
matter
WANTKD
A good camp blacksmith
these mines In the early days, and
rates are reasonable. Call and
Cynthlana
to visit relatives. Mr,
and sawyers, also good white wait- Our
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
the properties are still valuable.
see us before borrowing.
let
Kelly
a
wrote
and
Mr.
Durrett
wages.
ress.
In Volumn ter came to
Good
EmColburn's
Rooseveltlan
Was
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
James Bradley, another
ployment Agency.
Ore.:i Eastern OreRaker City,
Steamship tickets to and from alt
lawyer of Georgetown, signed J. C
...,
. ..
and"
i
and Vinegar. Filling Twenty-WANTKD
Agents,
son Is rapuny coming
both
local
parts of the world.
Durrett and Inclosed a check for $175
ivroiluclng region. This
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HILL, "MAN OF THE WEST"
XING OF

SOME

HOME?

ERANS

or Mexican Wars Now W. D. Vandlver State Insurance Commissioner In FaPending In Lower House
vor of Small Companies.
of Congress.

Of Civil

The following bill of IntereNt to vet
of the civil war ha passed the
senate of the United States and Is
now pending In the house of repre
nentatlves where it nan been referred
to the committee on pensions:
Be It enacted by the senate
and
house of representatives of the Unl
ted States of America In congress as
sembled. That any person who served
ninety days or more In the military
or naval service of the United States
during the late civil war or sixty days
in the war with Mexico, and who has
been honorably discharged therefrom
and who has reached the age of
two
years or over, shall upon mak
ing prsof of such facts according to
such rules and regulations as the
secretary of the Interior may provide
be placed upon the pension roll, and
be entitled to receive a pension as
follows:
In case such person has reached
years, twelve
the age of sixty-tw- o
dollars per month; Beventy years, fif
teen dollars per month; seventy-fiv- e
years
per
r over, twenty dollars
month; and such pension shall com
mence from the date of the filing of
the application in the Bureau of Pen
sions after the passage and approval
of this act: Provided, That pension-er- a
years of ago
who are sixty-tw- o
or over, and who are now receiving
or
pensions under existing laws,
whose- claims are pending In the Bu
reau of Pensions, may, by application
to the commissioner of pensions in
such form as he may prescribe, receive the benefits of this act; and
nothing herein contained shall prevent any pensioner or person entitled
to a pension from prosecuting
his
claim and receiving a pension under
any other general or special act:
Provided, That no person shall receive a pension under any other law
at the same time or for the same
period that he is receiving a pension
under the provisions of this act:
Provided further, That no person who
Is now receiving or shall hereafter receive a greater pension under any
other general or special law than
he would be entitled to receive under the provisions herein shall be
pensionable under this act.
Sec. 3. That rank in the service
shall not be considered in applications filed hereunder.
Sec. 3. That no pension attorney,
claim agent, or other person shall be
entitled to receive any compensation
for services rendered in presenting
any claim to the Bureau of Pensions,
or securing any pension, under this
act. ,
Passed the senate January 11, 1907.
Attest:
CHARLES Q. BENNETT, Secy.
sixty--
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SQUANDERS FOUTl'NE
DIES IV ItXmilOlSE.

Albert E. Vincent, who died at the
county hospital a few days ago, was
in his way quite a character. Bays the
Carlsbad Current.
Born on the Atlantic ocean while a furious storm
was raging 61 years ago, his life
has been ever typical of the time of
his birth.
Left an orphan and $100,000 cash
while he was yet a lad, he drifted
out west. In a few years his fortune was squandered and he took
up the life of a cowboy at Colorado
City, Texas.
Later he became a well driller and
was a famous one, putting down
many wells for the Pecos valley lines
and bringing in the big artesUn well
near tbe station in Roswell.
Afterward he drifted out to Africa
to get rich, but with three years' experience there to his credit and poorer than when he went, he returned to
the scenes of his former life.
He was ill when he arrived here,
and went at once to the hospital,
where pneumonia quickly developed
and he went out like a flash.
Vincent bad many stanch
old
friends In Eddy county, but few of
them knew of his return until they
heard of his death, and many of them
not until afterward. The first a number knew of his return was when
they saw the funeral train wending
its way out to the little cemetery.

OF LOCAL INTEREST

Trans-Mississip-

Mexlcun.

Attorney M. C OrtU of Albuquerque is In the city on business before
the legislature.
Mrs. Norman L. King left for El
Paso, where she will sojourn for a
month or two.
Abel E. Perrera of Bernalillo, well
known citizen of that town, registered
at the Hotel Claire.
Gregory Page of Gallup, who Is
proprietor of a hotel In the Carbon
C4ty, left for home after spending
a few days in the Capital City.
Thomas S. Hubbell left
for his home In Albuquerque after
pending a few days In the capital
hobnobbing with fellow politicians.
Frank A. Hubbell of Albuquerque,
former county treasurer of Bernalillo county, who has been spending
a few days In the capital, left for
the Duke City.
W. 6. Hopewell of Albuquerque,
president of the New Mexico Fuel and
Iron company, and the Albuquerque
Eastern railway, looked after business matters In Santa Fe.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albuquerque, who has been in the capital
.mending the opening of the legislature, left for the Duke City.
United States Marshal Crelghton
M. Foraker of Albuquerque, who has
been In the city attending the territorial supreme court, left for Leavenworth, Kansas. He took with him
John Black, James Black and John
Murphy, the tree train robbers who
were sentenced to seven years In the
federal penitentiary at Leavenworth.
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STORIES
THAT H.MJS-TRAT- E
THE CHARACTER OF
TILE
MAN
WHOSE NAME IS
MAGIC
IX THE EAGER WEST
RIDES OX STREET
CARS,
LEAVES THE SELECTIOX OF
CTOT1IES TO THE TAII-OAXD
IjOVES PICTURES.

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

Special Correspondence.
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 23
Jim Hill,
sometimes known as J. J. Hill and
also "the man of the west," said the
other day that he was thinking about
retiring shortly.
Retire!
Can a king retire? He
can die, but never retire. So it will
be with Jim Hill, the king of all the
railroad men on the American hem
isphere.
Unlike Harrlman, who is a railroad
general whose battles are fought in

It was plain to all near the famous
man that. Instead of the regulation
shirt, he wore a plain, cotton "robe
de tiult." Mr. Hill had overslept
himself on the morning of the
launching and. In his haste, forgot to
change shirts.
Another good yarn of the rallroAd
chler, showing that he is not utterly
void of a spirit of fun, relates to an
Incident which occurred several vears
go. A statesman
from a northern
county or North Dakota, whom we
will call Ole Swenson, visited one of
the railroad commissioners In Bismarck, N. IV, after the legislature
had convened.
"George," said he, "I want to go
back home over the Great Northern
and want a pass. How about it?"
"Sorry. I can't help you." was the
reply. "Perhaps Jim Hill doesn't
Know you are here.
I don't think
he would neglect you If he knew you
were here."

W. 1. Vandlver.
slate insurance
commission of Missouri, In an Im
portant address delivered before the
conCommercial
gress recently, struck a responsive
chord In the minds of his hearers
when he referred to the immense.
amount of money drawn from the
various outlying portions of the country by the numerous institutions en
gaged In the business of life lnsur- . n .1 i
Hf
i n f ii In tho ii ii t
t fc rert In hia nHrlronn tt thn utirDuaiin. '
nbleness of a continuance of this
d
policy of investing so
much money, that might be more
profitably utilized at home, In companies whose enormous assets are inlljjjjli&s,,
f,
vested almost exclusively in eastern
un dertakings.
In the course of his address the
speaker said:
"Twenty-thre- e
states and territories
lying west of the Mississippi river last
year contributed to insurance compa
nles $164,279,000 In premiums. Does
any one doubt that the commercial
supremacy of New York Is due to the
centralization of the Insurance assets
In the market more than to any other
one factor? The Insurance reports
of New York run back to 1859. At
that time there were fourteen leading
insurance companies doing business
there, and their total assets amounted In round numbers to $35,000,000
with total Insurance of $140,000,000.
"On the first of last January forty- two companies doing business there
reported assets of more than $2
000,000,000
and total Insurance in
force of move than $12,000,000,000.
"This stupendous Increase of near
ly 6,000 per cent is more than five
times the per cent of Increase in assets of all the railroad companies in
the United States. It is no wonder
that the greatest financiers of the
world are now battling for the con
trol of these stupendous assets and no
wonder that great railroad magnates
find the great insurance presidents
their necessary allies in business."
Continuing his address and dwell
Ing more fully upon the details of
A SNAPSHOT OF JAS. J. HILL
the centralization resulting from the
lack of enterprise on the part of the
west In Initiating its own insuranc
stock brokers' offices. Hill Is a railSo the statesman hied himself to a
companies, Mr. Vandlver concludei road man from the ballast
under his teregraph office and sent the followwith the following:
ties up to the Angering of a $50,000,-00- 0 ing message:
"I feel, therefore,
that the most
appropriation.
knows his House of Representatives, Hisrnarck,
Important matter which can be own road, the Great HeNorthern,
as a
,
N. D., Jan.
.
brought to the consideration of this man knows has baby, and then some.
Jas. J. Hill. St. Paul: I am here.
body Is the development of the in He knows all about the other railOLE SWENSON.
surance
business in this great field roads, too, and he Is a grand cordoned
congress savant In the art of transportation.
This was Mr. Hill's reply:
which the
represents.
Mr. Hill Is a man of hobbles and General Offices Great Northern Railway, St. Paul, Jan.
While the speaker was not able in eccentricities, and,
,
190
.
from his
Ole
the time allotted him to dwell upon wonderful faculty of aside
Bismarck, N. D.: I
.
organization and am her-e-Swenson,
any of the collateral arguments in foresight, is a subpect
jas. J. HILL.
favor of his proposition, it Is a well Interesting volume could onbe whom an
Mr. Hill is a hard man to get at
written.
known fact that the recent disclosIt has often been remarked that It
There are few men In the world Is
ures regarding the Investment of such
much easier to secure an audience
possessing
an
such
unfailing
memory
enormous assets as have been accu as
with the president of the United
that
of
the
western
magnate.
Reby
mulated
the larger companies
States thun with the head of the
shows that there is a point at cently one of the big traffic men of Great Northern railway. And when
the
Great
Northern
was
called
Into
passes
which
accumulation
the consultation
It comes to newspaper men well, the
Mr. Hill regarding
line
of
conservatism,
at certain rates with
and
scribe who is fortunate enough to
throughout
tereastern
which the policy holder must eith ritory.
get in to the big man and get any
er be satisfied with small dividends
real news out of him, Is a subject
"What's the rate on steel rails of much congratulation.
or be subject to the perils of specula
This Is
from
,
Pa.,
to
The argument for
Seattle?" asked more true of the newspaper men in
te investment.
the
Great
magnate.
Northern
smaller companies, ably managed by
St. Paul, Mr.
home town, than
Of course the unfortunate official In the east. Hill's
people personally known to the in
Mr. Hill evidently besured, and with their Investments didn't know. That rate had never lieves that a little publicity through
made under his own nose, Is there- entered Into discussion before and the medium of a big New York daily
probably would never be thought of Is worth spending a
fore obvious.
half hour on.
again.
The name. "Jim" Hill, is one to
"I'll call my chief c lerk." said the work
magic with In the west. If
traffic man.
TRAIN ROBBERS GO
"Jim" Hill Is behind a thing out west,
"What for?" inquired
Mr.
Hill, It's good.
And that settles it.
brusquely. "You ought to know thaf
A story is told of two Swedes in
that's your business. Let me see; Duluth. One
TO LEAVENWORTH
of them had Just
the rate from Pittsburg is so much,
from the backwoods of
'js 85
and
miles further ada and was unusually IgnorantCanof
east."
111. t:K BROTHERS AXD MURPHY
things American. They were gazing
In a few seconds Mr. Hill had
BEING TAKEX TO FEDERAL
over the lake front when the strangout
to
it
his
satisfaction
PRISON IX CHARGE OF
and er said:
answered his own question.
MARSHAL.
"Dat been big boat."
He never forgets faces. One day
big boat," answered
"Wun
his
In
New
York
was
he
by
an
accosted
John Black, James Black and John
friend. "Jim" Hill; he own dat. Jim
Murphy, who were convicted of hold- old gentleman, who said:
he own railroad; he own St.
'You don't remember me, do you Hill
ing up a train near Logan, are now
Paul; he own horses, big farms, gold
en route to Leavenworth, Kan., to be- Mr. Hill?"
mines."
Mr. Hill peered sharply
gin serving their sentences of seven
at the
"Dat Jim Hill he must be big
years each in the federal prison there. speaker from beneath the bushy eye- - man," said the
first, much ImpressThey took their departure from San- urows, ana saiu:
"It was about twelve years ago ed.The conversation drifted to other
ta Fe yesterday morning In custody of
United States Marshal C. M. Foraker. when you and your wife culled at mv subjects, when the more metropoliThe three men made a hard fight house and looked at my picture gal tan of the two said:
lour wire is German, and I
for liberty when their cases were in lery'"Queen Victoria, she been ileail."
he courts, and it required three remember well her foreign accent.
"No."
trials before they were nnallv con Isn't your name Fishbech?"
"Yes."
And, Incidentally, Mr. Hill, Is a
victed. The juries in the two pre"Dan who been queen now?"
vious trials failed to reach a verdict no mean connoisseur of paintings.
"Dar been no queen; Edward, ho
and were discharged. They had ap- His gallery In his beautiful St. Puul been king."
pealed their cases to the territorial home Is one of the finest In Amer
"Veil," said the green Swede from
supreme court but on motion of the ica, and he buys the canvasses him Canada, "dat
Edward, he must have
appellants the cases were docketed self. His weakness for good ulrtnres big pull with Jim Hill to be king, by
and the Judgment of the district court Is known to every newspaper man damn!"
sustained as they were anxious to be- In the country, and manv of them
gin serving out their sentences. They have secured audiences with the mag
had been confined for safe keeping nate by first Ingratiating themselves
Into his good will by discussing lam- nearly a year In the territorial
By
ous artists and famous paintings.
here.
Asiue from his costly pictures, his
Officer John V. Collier of the Territorial Mounted police, accompanied steam yacht, a big farm near St.
that loses a small fortune each
the United States marshal as far as Paul
Lamy. where the latter was Joined by year, Mr. Hill is a man of very demo- ProgTeatiTe Men and Women Consider
cratic habits and anvthlns- but
.
deputies from Albuquerque.
travagant. He very seldom drives. It a Meant to National Temperance.
preferring the street cars, and always
AMBITIOUS TOWNS
We hav recently published a numIX PECOS VALLEY. walks from his otttee to his club and ber of articles on the fuod value of
beer,
back,
a distance of a half mlio or
and we believe tliat sooner or
The upper end of Eddy county is
beer will be recognized at Its true
becoming considerably wrought up more. He cares about as much for later
ns
worth,
food bcvi-ratof splendid
as
the Russian does for a tonic effecta and
over the question of county division, clothes
hi nil nourishing value.
Japanese
Necessity drives Noted men and women uf this country
kimono.
new bridges, etc.
already alive to the situation and
Artesla,
pretentious him to his tailor several times a vear. ara
Carlsbad's
besides Miss I'hoebe CoumIiis and Ir.
rival, wants to get off all to herself and his visits are limited to n limit Jiiitcph
KelnlcT of Northwestern Uniin the middle of a new county which two minutes, during which the fol- versity, many others of nut. give tbeir
lowing
to beer as a means to naendorsement
dialog
takes place.
she generously offers to have cut out
tional temperance.
Mr. Hill: Good morning.
of a portion of the northern end of
Miss Cousins, for a quarter of a cenTailor: Good morning Mr. Hill.
Eddy county and a portion of Chaves.
tury the most eminent woman suffrage advocate In the West, said In a
"I want a suit of clothes."
Hagerman also wants a county all
recent
"There never will be
"Yes,
They
to herself to be cut out of the southsir.
will be delivered a law Interview:compel
prohibition, and
that will
ern end of Chaves and the north end at your home on Tuesday."
the sensible thing for the Women's
"Good morning!"
Christian Temperance I'nion to do Is
of Eddy.
to aid In the substitution of mild,
"Good morning!"
Artesla thinks she has attained
nourishing drinks like beer, which selMr. Hill never selects the material. dom
enough importance to be given a
produces drunkinmss. A promibridge across the Pecos river so that His measurement was taken several nent army officer
who served In the
her 800 citizens can visit the cow years ago and his tailor must select Southwest, operated canteens at three
posts.
different
m.ide the canteens
lie
upon
material,
the
to
decide
trails
the east on the plains, and
the style so acceptall3 to the
soldiers, who
Artesla Is umbraged at the honorable and determine on the price.
found
satisfying tluir demands,
lie
r..n
that
disregard
actually
nil
His
board of county commissioners
the low dives
of
befashion's edicts
the surrounding neighborhood out
cause they have not been able to give has been arried Into the second gen- of
01 business."
it to her.
eration. All of the Hills are known
Pabst lieer meets a'l the demands
as very unassuming dressers, and for a mild, healthful, r freshing bevt I
How to Cure llillulain.
sui h as Miss t'oums KLggests. It
even the clHi Khters of the famous use
of tho ex' lu.iivu l'abtit eight-da- y
"To enjoy freedom from Chil- magnate are anything but stylishly Is mad"
malt, clioli ent hops and pure
blains," writes John Kemp, East Otis-fiel- attired women.
malt, which Is the
water. Kisrhl-da- y
Me., "1 apply Bucklen's Arnica
perfect malt, trivcs I'ubst Beer
This subject brings to mind a good only
it
superior food vali.B and richness.
Salve.
Have also used it for salt Storv on th rflllrnml klrnr
l,,-l.- il
Strong In nourlshno nt tho body
rerheum with excellent results." Guar- the launching of the Dakota, the quires,
It Is refreshing and satisfying.
anteed to Cure fever, sores, indolent monster ocean vessel constructed by
IVrfect In age. purity and strength,
clean und contairilug only
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost Mr. Hill, Mr. Hill appeared in a absolutely one-haper cent of alcohol.
three und
bites and skin diseases. 85c at all nightshirt.
Of course
were Pal st liesr Is the Ideal temperance
there
drug stores.
other habiliments to help hide. It, but beverage. No other is so healthful.

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
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3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselyes. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Win. CHAPLIN

SHOE STORE

Sporting

121 RAILROAD AVE.

iFaywood

Notes

PLEASANTLY

ITUATCD,

EASY TO REACH.

Johns liopklnM students will support base ball by popular subscription.

RELIEVES PAKL
UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I DNEY AILMENTS.

Hot

f

BUILDS

Springs

Fight game Is to flourish In Den
ver. Three clubs will open their
doors.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

Murphy got $2,800 fur whipping
Young Corbett. C'orbett got 12,900
for getting whipped.

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

Kxtra! Kxtra! Fred Tenney says
he has no hope of winning the 1907
pennant for lioston.

FAYWOOD,

WANTED The address of the man
who said Tommy Murphy didn't have
a punch. Young Corbett.

8t

Santa Fe Agent for row mm
good for thirty day.

ratti,

trip

New Mexico

I

FIRST

National amateur billiard cham
pionship will be decided at New York
March 4. Matches to be 14.2 balk

line.

Lots of Heckless fellows left in the
world. Minor leagues are overrun
with daredevil fire eaters who want
to become umpires.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

It's a dull day In sports when MarHart and Mike Kchreck are not
matched again. This time It is at

vuuainft.

oo mining

Rmpmlrm

Kalamazoo, Mich.

mud

mill

romndry cast aide at railroad traek.

J. I'. Zimmerman,

Harrisburg, Pa.,
while trying to make a record on a
lung testing machine, became para
lyzed
He died a few hours later.

MATTERS

OFFICIAL

At Madison Square Garden, New
York, Feb. 2, 1000 school children
are expected to participate
In the

Notaries Public Appoints!.
athletic carnival given by the
The following have been appointed
Athletic club.
notaries public by Governor Ha tor- -'
man:
Jlrnmy Sebrlng thinks he Is In hard
Thomas M. DuUois, of Corona. Lin-- i
luck because) he Is sentenced to re- coin
county; Pablo G. TruJIllo. of AI- -'
main an outlaw. In olden times out- calde, Rio Arriba
county; Mark A.
laws caught with the goods on them Thompson, of
Iis Cruces, Dona Atuii
were quartered and hanged, and they county.
did not make as much on the holdup as Jimmy does, either.
Cured of Lung Trouble.
Is now eleven years since I had
American league umpires Hill In- a "It
narrow escape from consumption,"
dicate strikes by holding the arm
high in the air. The third strike, writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
C. "I had run
when it Is called on a player of the man ofIn Kershaw, S. 13S
weight to
pounds, and
home team, might be Indicated by down
was constant, both by day
holding both fists In front of the face coughing
Finally I began takand by night.
In a defensive attitude.
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
Jack O'Brien says he is confident continued this for about six months,
If he goes to Ixindon he can induce when my cough and lung trouble were
the National Hportlng club of that entirely gone and I was restored to
city to raise the purse for a go with my normal weight, 170 pounds."
Gunner Moir from $5,000 toJ10,000. Thousands of persons are healed
If anyone can work the con game every year. Guaranteed by all drug00c and $1.00.
Trial bottle
on the Kngllsh, Jack's the boy to gists.
free.
do it.
Irish-Americ-

MEN AND WOMEN.

FAN SAYS
shoemaker is advised to stick to
his last. A ball player must stick to
last.
If at first you don't succeed,
A

oBBiarl
4ichrM,todamiutloiie
rrlltiua or UcrtUoa

A

mmohlmmry

m

aibaaaareaa.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
t(LSO
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
SSJO

WOOD
BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.29 AND $2J
FOR

John

Beaveti

S.

502 SOUTH FIRST

STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Price
on Leather, Paints, Vamiahea,
Brushes and
c
Jap-a-la-

408 Watt Railroad

Mvammm

Us Btf 4 for

Biouai sumbroe.

of

COMING

EVENTS

(lit or Boiaouou.
r Hut la bUib wrapr.
BrcBktd, for
I
10. or ft bottle fti 7ft.
at o sMMiuott.
liroaio

hit In time miiy save the nine.
Sweet Is a base hit after an error.
A

Indlc-utor- .

Works

HALL, roarlmtmr
Iron and Braai Caatlar; Ore, Coal and bvnkr Care;
Pnilara. Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Caluuw and Ira

vin

Moral: Don't 1'ecp.
The other day Ward Wiggins let
fly a big broadside of destruction at
a flock of sparrows on their old hen
house, and after the smoke cleared
away he discovered he had also shot
the turkey his father won at the Chill
shooting match.
It seems the fool
bird hud been looking out of a holo
in the roof, which Is a very danger,
ous thing to do West Lafayette (O.)
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January 2S Paul Citraorw, Is YtM
February 1 Kliur
Klchani,
Cfea
Third, by John Qrfftth.
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger 3oy.
February 9 Orestoa Clarke.
February 11 Julius
Caesar
Charles Haaforc.
March 14 The Couuty Chilrnuus-- .
Tbis 1.4 the banner perforsnaacw K
tbe season.

tk.

Give m your ROUGH DRY
Monday, and get It back Wedaeaiir
Imperial Laundry Co.
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took the Initiative In a
Itecenlly this
Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.
purpose the securing or an
Its
having
for
campaign,
Laguna, N. M., Jan. 24. Dr. f
President
a
72 sb
If. B. KaufTman will remember
amendment to the hew Interstate commerce law, or
Laguna
big
ace
town's
and
the
com
commerce
y
by the Interstate
ruling
favorable
a
of
S.y
MOUTHPIECE
DEMOCRACY'S
quia.
The doctor left Albu- ?.
S
UJ
mission, so that railroads might be permitted to
querque sometime yesterday, to
-i- The only dally democratic paper In the territory.
O
subject
on
to
drive
the
mountains
transportation,
and
Zunl
the
advertising
with
e
mnuth-l.leefor
'5 J? 5 a b
Uie Albuquerque Morning Journal organ and
- .22
business for the American Lum- - "
matter of this letter Is an appeal to an newspapers
for every kind and charuoter of defamation,
company,
daylight
ber
at
and
1e
3
and vllincatlon which democracy so loves to and newspaper men to use their personal innuence,
this morning, as he was crossing
S
8
this
Mexico
New
the acequla at Laguna, the horse
ur upon all that Is republican In
and the Influence of their papers, with their congress
tnixi
- fully carrying out the Scripture men and senators, to bring about the change so much
he was driving got mired in
democratic organ
O i
c
quicksand and the buggy well,
s. Z
o
illustration of the dog that returned to Its vomit and desired by those Interested.
tni is'
w
s"
It
went
mire
for
Into
the
down
In
mire.
the
wallowing
to
Its
tb now that returned
Since the adverse ruling of the Interstate com
T3 'P B - .
several feet. The doctor, fear- this morn-iu- merce
among newspaper
An editorial in the Deinlcratlc-Journsentiment
commission,
the
Ing
Jumped,
he
for
and
his
life.
C
in Its filthy onslaught upon Hon. H. O. Hursum, men has tieen that tne ruling was unjusi, mm inm
came very near going out of
woubj doubtless have made even the aforesaid dog and It Infringed upon the right of contract. Since this de
sight
if
in mud and water.
He
cow Mush with shame nt the charge of Its authorship. partment has taken up the matter, I have received
o g y a h 73
tugged for an hour, trying to
w o
c
get the horse and vehicle out
The democratic organ knows full well that Mr. Hurwuni letters from almost every press and publishers' asso
O
u
"
of the mire, and, on falling, laid if'
la at Santa Fe In his ofllcial capacity as chairman of ciation In the t nlted StateR, and, without exception,
in
:t' bo u 5
would
down on the ground to await the
the territorial republican central committee. to He
n
I llnd that newspaper men desire a restoration of the
good
Samarlcoming
terrisome
of
the
party
and
It
to
duty,
his
be recreant to his
old arrangement, and this desire Is based upon the
tan. At about 5 this morning,
tory were he not there. The democratic organ also best possible reasons.
,zz in 5 o
sight,
buggy
In
a
and
the
hove
caknows that Mr. Hursum has done nothing In his
Heing a practical newspaper man myself, I can
wants
known.
doctor
his
made
i15
expacity as chairman which has In any way been In
Then two big horses were sent
the editor at his desk feels In regard
r his nosltlon. or of which the appreciate how
.r
.ion,
Q
rP
in
from the town of Blbo, and the
to the interstate commerce commission's ruling, and in
not
anil
not
does
v
Mexico
has
i
w u r-'"
i
0
at
republican party In New
mired horse and vehicle, with if m bm
being in touch
my position as chief of exploitation
the doctor perched on the lat- - if
improve.
I believe 1 have
- with the entire press of the country
ter and wet through and
The democratic organ has two grounds of hatred to- a better understanding or me onu 01 senumeiu umn
through, were pulled out to the
'wards Chairman Hursum. One Is because he repre most people Interested In this matter. Of course, my
other side of the acequla.
ik. nriranizjiiloii of the republican party In this Immediate and special interest In makftg this efTort
The doctor was his own driver,
territory, mdected and trusted by the party, and by It to restore" old conditions, Is the fact that I see what
and the Indians here say that, if
.nmuH in iha imiiortant and useful position he Is effect the new ruling is having upon the Jamestown
although this particular ncequla
As the Morning Journal has done
atiiv oeeunvliiK.
crossing Is very dangerous, es- - 4
exposition, and will have upon all expositions held In
over
to
party,
republican
disrupt
the
Its utmost to
peclally In rainy season, an ex- and
are
expositions
International
Great
future.
the
perlenced driver familiar with
throw Its organization, and to vilify and libel all its world Institutions more than they are private or load
T. C. NEAD, Treasurer tod Mssajer
the acequla, would not have got- SOLOMON Ll'NA,
rwembers In a word, since lis conduct and language enterprises, and as nil intelligent people acknowledge
B WILLIAM MdNTOSH, Preildtnt
ten into such a bad fix as the
have long since established the fact of Its rabid hatred the effect for good, educationally and industrially, that
doctor early this morning.
In New Mexico, its hatred of
f vorvlhlMK
expositions have had, It seems to me to be of vital InMr. Bursum In a matter of course.
terest to the people In general that the Inhibition
But there la another and a personal reason for the against the manner of a railroad making payment for.
It' says that Mr. Bursum advertising contracts be removed.
democratic organ's hatred.
is a failure. If the paper were looking for a real and
CHURCH, CLUB AND
Kxpositions are dependent for their success upon
absolute, an actual and undeniable fuilure. It need not
newspapers
exploita
for
of
generosity
services
and
the
SOCIAL MEETINGS
have 'gone further than Itself. It started to wipe out tion. It Is the newspaper that tells the people what
the republican party In the territory Hnd cover It with expositions
of
their
through
medium
be,
to
are
the
and
defeat, from the delegate throughout the entire list of
columns people are Induced to vlBlt them. Jf
candidates.
It failed, it miserably failed, it ignomin newspeople
The Cotillion club meets tonight at
visit the expositions, they must be brought
the
ouly and totally failed. Andrews was elected, the leg- hv
the Elks ball room.
space
newspaper
to
man
has
The
railroads.
the
o
islature Is overwhelmingly republican, and the party In
the railroad has transportation to sell. The news
The management sends the followthe territory Is absolutely triumphant. The organlza sell;
paper man wants transportation; the railroad wants ing to The Kvenlng Citizen; "Dress
tion Is Intact, and Mr. Hursum is at the head of it. advertising.
If the railroad is w illing to trade Its I suits at the Hums' banquet strictly
No wonder, then, that the very name of Bursum act."
transportation
for newspaper space, and the newspaper barred." And that's right.
n the chagrined and defeated democratic organ like
is willing to trade Its space for transportation, It would
enraged
on
an
flag
bull.
The regular dance of the Commer
acts
red
a
cial club was given last evening and
In this conection The Citizen quotes with full ap seem only Just that they be permitted to write their
proval the following from the New Mexican of last contract without the interference of a law which ap- as anticipated proved a most delightmen to be an Infringement of ful affair to those who attended.
evening. Speaking of the democratic organ's having pears to
the right of contract, which Is one of the fundamental
characterized the present legislature as "Hursum tools,
An Imiiortant meeting of the La
principles of liberty and law.
Colonel Frost said:
dies' Aid society of the Lead Avenue
sitIs
of
taking
not
the
department
attitude
This
.Methodist church was held this af
"The New Mexican calls attention to this matter,
ternoon in the parlors of the church.
not because It makes any difference to the decent and ting as a high court upon this question, but simply
concareful
resectable people what the Fakir Jouranl publishes or stating the case as It appears to nie after
The meeting of the Elks' lodge held
does not publish, but becnuse these uncalled for and sideration. I have been in touch as hove stted with last evening was a most enjoyable one
comspecial
recently
press
a
associations,
and
various
dirty attacks on the 37th legislative assembly cannot
three new members being initiated,
redound to the benefit of New Mexico, and because they mittee of the National Editorial association visited the Walker Healey, J. J. King and Lou
Eire Its enemies a chance to point their fingers with exposition, and after a conference with this department, Melshimer.
o
corn at this territory and to say, "We told you so, it was found that their views coincided with mine, and
this
A parish meeting was held
A lie travels faster than the truth and at times it Is It was decided to use every possible efTort to restore
In St.
John's Episcopal
hard to overtake. This is where the harm comes in old conditions. I believe I can say and there are afternoon
ut which the members of the
this matter. The Individual members or the assem- some reasons why my Judgment may be considered church,
pur
congregation gathered for
bly and the people of New Mexico are thoroughly ac- competent that, unless this law be amended, or n pose of meetings the Hev.. E.the
Meqeen
be
to
expositions,
held
ruling
secured,
3. D. Eakln, President
Cnu. Mellnl, flecreury
favorable
that
crual n ted with the despicable character and the dirty
Gray.
O. Bachechl, TreMnrer.
O. Oloml, Vice President
and low aims of the publication in question, but at In the United States in future, will, instead of being
The regular meeting ol the Wo
times the paper falls Into the hands of people who do great national and International Institutions, have their
not know Its real character or Is seen by eastern Journ-aliat- a spheres of Influence circumscribed to such an extent man's Christian Temperance Union
as might be considered merely local, for, without the will be held at the home of Mrs. I
In exchange and then and there injury results.
,
Successc-to
.
help of the press, no exposition can be made a suc- David Stewart, 307 East Coal avenue,
Important busiFriday afternoon.
And
New
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
Are
Goods
All
cess.
This law also threatens the life of every press ness
will come before the meeting
WMOLK0ALK DKALCRB IN
and publishers association, for obvious reasons, and and a full attendance Is desired.
Stylish.
MISNAMED WESTERN STATES
viewed from any possible side. It seems to he detrimenof Thl Month
The engagement Is announced of PrlCfCut for
State Senator Taylor of the Colorado legislature, tal to the pres directly, and indirectly to the country
of
Miss ltosita Montoya, daughter
propuaes that the Grand river, In that state, shall bo in general.
Wo koep ovorytblng In stock to outfit tbo
and Mariano
The legal department of the Mouon railroad has Francisco sonMontoya
rechristened the Colorado. They have a popular song
$6 Boy's fine overcoats. .. .$ 2.75
most fastidious bar eomploto
of Jose Manuel Hon-oty- a,
out there called "Where the Mlv'ry Colorado Wends Its made a test case in Chicago, and the supreme court of Montoya,
11.50
$25 Men's overcoats
will occur on the 26th
which
appointed
exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. .
Have
been
quesupon
Is
pass
to be asked to
Way.
the
This is sung with unction iu Colorado, as the I'nited Slates
day of January, at 9 a. m. in the
$20 Men's suits, good as
Schlitz, Wm, Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
though it had a local application, and It Is annoying to tion whether a railroad company can Issue transporta Parish church of Bernalillo. All par$12.50
made
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, touts Hunter, T.J. Monthose who like the rhyme and reason to harmonize tion in exchange for advertising in newspapers. The ties concerned are well known in this
$14 business suits for . . . .$ 8.75
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
'
prominent
newsbeing
by
case
as
locality,
view
Monon
held
In
the
families
the
the
Colorado
takes
the
of
only
fact winds
that the
in Utah and
for ....$ 4.75
Elegant
fur
Ladies
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
terrltoy.
history
of
the
in
urge
tln"
papers,
company's attorneys
the
and
with its extreme lower reach In Mexico, and,
that the
But sell the straight article as received by us from the beet Tv !serlei,
through a rrevatwe or two, debouching Into the Colo- ruling of the Interstate commerce commission denies
There will be a meeting of the Six
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and Inspect our
rado desert In the state of California. The Colorado the freedom of contract to it particular class. The rule, O'clock club of the Brotherhood of
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Price fclst,
Marts In Utah by th union of the Green and Grand as universally muted und upheld by the courts, Is: St, Paul in the parlors of the Lead
Issued to dealers only.
W
Air:
Railroad
36
payment,
rlvera, both of which have their source In the mounWhat the parlies agreed shall constitute the
Avenue Methodist church this eventain of Colorado. To give the name of Colorado to the law will adjudge to be payment. It is competent ing. Supper will be served promptly
oae of these branches would ut least correct the ano- for parties to designate by their contracts how and in at 6:. 10 o'clock, and Prof. C. E. llod-gl- n
will read u paper on the Intermaly of a state bearing a name taken from a liver what payment may be made. It Is by no means true
subject of "Juvenile Courts."
wholly outside of its boundaries.
that payment can be only made in money; on the con- esting
Through a misapprehension The CitiColorado Is not the only stale misnamed in this trary, It may be mude in property or in services."
zen last evening announced that this
way. Nevada is named from a range of mountains that
"The inhibition." they added, against charging a meeting would occur last night.
lie wholly within the limits of California. The semi-ari- d "greater or less or different compensation."
relates
O
plateau of Wyoming has a euphonious but inap- ilone to a difference in the "established rale." and not
No business was transacted at th"
Mesa
meeting
of
Park Driving
tho
propriate name taken from a beautiful,
to the manner of making payment.
'
'
valley in Pennsylvania.
Now, in view of all this, this department feels that association culled nt the Uothenberg
Kaiiy in the last century the
.
.
Schloss cigar store on Railroad
poet Bryant wrote of "the continuous woods where It is Justified in calling upon all newspapers and news
avenue lust night. Owing to the abHEAT with the
rolls the Oregon and hears no sound save his own paper men to, personally and editorially, cull upon sence
city of several of the
from
the
Korty-two
Whole of it.
dashing."
years later Oregon became a state their representatives In congress to use every effort to directors and leading spirits of thj
eft
VS
in the union, but the Oregon river had ceased to roll, secure u favorable ruling, or an amendment to the law. association from Albuquerque. A call
COOK with
having been renamed the Columbia. New Mexico is
In the meantime. It is hoped that an early decis will be Issued as soon us they return
tuA. New Mexico, but was once a part of Old Mexico ion may be handed down by the supreme court of the and the matter of the spring race
Half of
ud ahares with the latter the honor of being the seat United States, in order that the matter be definitely dis- meeting will be taken actively In
hand.
of the oldest civilization on the continent. The Span- posed of. Whether or not this desired change may he
'
O
iards named it New Mexico because they reached It brought about In time to benefit the Jamestown ex
Anona Council No. 1 was enter
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
er tney nail exploited the southern part. It vus position, or can be brought about at all, I do not know-- ; tained last evening by Navajo Tribe
a znlHiiouier than and should never be applied to one but If by our efforts we are able to benefit the press No. 3, with a card party and ounce.
of the states of the union.
people of the I'nited States, we shall feel that we have which was greatly enjoyed by all
NEAR GOLD AND 9KVCNTM
present. The following persons were
me waiera oi Mie Colorado near a Deller name accomplished some good.
curry off the
enough
lo
AUTO. PMC NK NO, SOB '
fortunate
before they are subdivided in a Grand and u Green
Yours for the good if newspaper men,
prizes: Miss Jennie Keppler, ladies"
The Albuquerque
We rather sympathize, therefore, with Senator
river.
A. I.. SUTTON,
first prize; Mr. Martin Hyan, gentleTaylor's proMsal to bring the Colorado river into the
i 'hit I of Exploitation.
ltitten-housMrs.
Ed.
man's first prize;
Gas, Electric Light
Mate of Colorado, ho that they may be associated truthladies' consolation, and Mr.
fully in both prose and song. Philadelphia Press.
Ex
consolation.
gentleman's
i"i;ovisio. Keller, music
t'o.iti:.sMo i, wn-i'As- s
tiie
and Power Co.
and refreshments were
cellent
Some Inquiry has been made in regard to the
t'ongress ilid a good work when il passed Ihe law
by congress in regard to granting passes by provided.
Corner Fourth and
for pure food, pure drinks und pure drugs. X long railroads. That law now in force makes it unlawful
Tuesday evening K. It. Harsch tele
Gold Avenue
comer can inu people lie imposed upon by foods, drinks for any common carrier ciigUKcd in inter-stat- e
and a
brated his UTth birthday,
and medicines masquerading under assumed names. merce, directly or indirectly to issue or give any InterPhono Rod 98
kid's" party was held at his resi
The name must correspond with what the thing actual state free tickets, free pass, or free transportation for dence on south Broadway In honor
ly Is. Thus our bodies are protected. Hut mail has
passengers, except to lis employes and their families, of the event. Those In attendain e
C. A. Hudson.
uijiiu tut ni as a uooy.
nal a piiv tiie law was its otlieers. agents, surgeons, physicians and attorncys-at-iaw- ; were. .Mr. and Mrs.Oilman,
Mr. and
in that direction.
not
to ministers of religion, traveling secretaries Mr. ami Mrs. Carl
(Eighty-fiv- e
Should not a paper
Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Mr. and Mrs. 11.
compelled to carry a correct label of railroad Young Men's Christian Associations, and Mrs. Michael Nash,
for instance,
Mrs. Isaac Cox.
and
Fillmore,
F.
Mr.
Coscedcd tdiy to s the best is th wtrld
Khould a democrat organ, like ihe morning paper o persons exclusively engaged in liiarUaiile and eleemosy- and Mrs. Wallace Hesselden. an l
to
per
city,
nary
masquerade
indigent,
allowed
be
work; to
as republican
this
destitute and homeless
Is
of course, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. llarscn.
it not as much of a fraud win a it dues so. as was anv sons, and to such persons when transported by char A line lunch was served, with hot
J
compound
when ollVrcd as pure food? itable societies or hospitals, and the necessary agents lemonade and milk punch. The decadu
4V
The cases are exactly analogic, tu- dilTi i t in only Ile- empolveil in such transportation; to inmates of the na orations weie Chinese yellow.
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...
JU
itis; that the food decieves ami damages our Mesh, Ihe tloual homes or tale homes for disabled volunteer
THEY ALWAYS GO TOGETHER
members
Hie
of
meeting
final
paper deceives and dumages our minds perhaps the soldiers, and of soldiers and sailors' homes, including of The
"
(Established 1882.)
the St. Andrew society to complete
New Mexico legislature may be aide to give us a pure those about lo enter and those returning home after arrangements for the Hobble Burns a hanpy purse and a good, nourishing
new
our
Holiday
examine
in
and
Stock.
In
Everything
Come
loaf
of
music
Our
delicious
bread.
llalllnc's
(jp-- r law, preventini; wolves li'.mi uoiiig
aleiit in discharge, and hoard of managers af such homes; to dinner on the evening of January
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy paydoesn't make your purse suffer.
Mhrepu clothing.
eeessary caretakers of livestock, noultry und fruit, to was held last night ut the ollice of bread
ment plan,
It is more economical than baking at
an
was
gathering
Dr.
The
express
Macbeth.
mployes of sleeping ears,
cars, and to line
118 South Scond street
home, and you get palatable
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and
spirit
shown
the
and
one
men of telegraph and telephone companies; to railway enthusiastic
wholesome eating without cooking at
The normal rule at which Ui. hum. hi pulse l. ,ns
grand
a
foreshadows
present
by
those
ess cost
Inspectors, customs
14a per minute, one mail service employes, postoffice
when you bake yourself.
taken as follows: At birth.
dinners finally assem- Try somethan
inspectors, and immigration inspectors; to newsboys on time when the
of our Mutter Cream. It Is
lli-UO- ;
two years. Km-lithree years,
the
of
supper
chamber
iu
the
ble
years,
sev. n lo fourteen
ears. trains, baggage ageni-- . witnesses attending any legal Elks' opera house. In the neighbor- a mal for the Gods.
four to
investigation in which ilie common carrier Is Interested hood of I'D tickets have been sold
ninety to eighty; fourteen lo hn nt one years.
PIONEER BAKERY,
persons injured in wieeks and physicians and nurse und a representative attendance
of
i.i ae.
t!euty-ii- e
to sixt years, 7 7
Grain, Groceries and Fresh
attending such persoas. provided, that this provision Scotchmen and others is insured.
SOUTH rtRBT BTRKmi.
not lie const uei,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGEto prohibit the interchange
The affair will be Informal and ftnl
The Ohio river tried lo rival ihe .Missouri in its shall
passes for ihe office!-- , agents ami employes of com dress will not be required.
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
rur.s tnti:i) ix a to guaranteed
it uws.
vaKaiicM. II has cut a iiev channel lor itself live miles
any
is
501
tin
OINT.MKNT
North
loon
ami
I'AZo
First Street.
families;
ir
nor
to
prohibit
carriers
was
fined
Both Phones.
Mouth of Evansville. across Ihe neck ,.f Hlg Horseshoe
Station Master ovcrstreet
llllnd, 'ommHommommmiKmmvmmtmemwtmwommmammmoaMmmKamammmomoammmtmm
ai ri r Iroin arrying passengers free with t lie r, by Justice of I lie Peace liurela of to cure any case of Itching.
leaving Ihe city hinh ami dry. The boats are comn
to
object of providing r. lie f in cases of general epidemic. Precinct No. S, li.irelas, late yester- lileeiling or I'rotudlng Piles in
now using the new channel, and H is questionable l pestilence
or other calamitous visitation.
an alleged assault 14 days or money refunded. r.Ur.
day
afternoon,
for
1In
In
ways
ever
hieUKhl
old
can
the liver
Any common airier violating this provision shall upon one Ahernacia Oarcia, a native
Finest Whiskies
TM I, AIT. TO CLASSIFY.
be decim-guilty of
misdemeanor and for each of car lei.alivr whom Mr. Ovcrstreet
3 to 7 rooms;
Houses,
ltKXT
l'iU
Ouggenlieini. Ihe i "idoi ado
coach
"I elel
a
of
made
feiise, on eouviilion. shall pay to ihe I'nited States ! ejected from the vestibule
i
also store rooms. W. II. McMillion,
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
....i.e.
;. c
c
l.,u,
IM'ii-rtlsiienl i
soioet hlri
leiuseu ii bi.iiiu
penally of not les ihai, $10a nor more than $2. end because he passengers
real estate broker, US West Gold
get
BARNETT,
into
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
the
to
permit
and
tailily did talk.
any
person,
and
avenue.
oilier than tile persons expected in this
Attorney Uobson, who repreprovision, who uses nay such interstate free ticket, free car.
SAMPLE A NO
promptly ap- Foil SALE A line saddle horae; ulso
overstreet,
Mr.
sented
0 West Railroad Avenue
Is tlie blast furnace lo become a rKidoslve and puss or free transportation shall be subject lo a lik pealed the case, which was prosecuta bear skin. W. II. McMUIIon, 211
CLUB ROOMS
West Gold avenue.
penally Ncvv ton llepublican.
deily as the moving picture film?
Heacock.
ed by Judge W.
torn
W. T. McCllKItillT,

W. 8. STIUCKLfclt,

Business Manager.
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The territory of Arizona, which refused statehood because the corpora-tlonlnt- s
and politicians did not like
Jointure with New Mexico, nets a
In the following
Kood advertliement
dispatch which is going the rounds
of the big newspapers of the country:
New York. Jan. 24. Very recently
there came from a ranch in Arizona
a stalwart young eowpuncher, James

CAMPS

BAD

PAGE

PRESIDING AT THE TRIAL

Sixty-seven-

th

OSTEOPATHS MEET

IN

That the

l'helps-Iodg- e

at Dawson,

N. M.,

coal mines

1?

('. II. t'ONNOIt ISSl KS HOARD
CAMi TO KXAM1XK Hilt
I'll TH"K LHKXKF.S.

IMS.

The New Mexico Hoard of osteon
pathy will meet in the cupitol U
Santa Fe on the 16th of February. A
will be a special meeting to examine
applicants for license to practice osteopathy in the territory and to trqfi-aBUch other business as may pf'P- erly come before it.
Dr. C. H. Connor of Albuqui-Aiuepresident of the board, has tssunl the
call for the meeting. There will
likely be applications for the prllege
of taking the New Mexico examination from candidates who livePUtslde
the territory at this time bit who
propose to practice in New Mexico
since announcement of the meeting
has been published broa'dcaA in pro
fesslonal publications throuthout the
country generally in ordf to give
due notice of the examinalons. There
are several within the rritory at
this time who will probaly take the
examination.
The nature of the ofier business,
w hich will likely come P for the con
sideration of the board has not been
given out.
,

PAY

R01UT H0LBR00K

Important source of fuel supply for
the southwestern states and territories was brought to light very forcibly
during the recent coal famine, when
the only supply of fuel received In
Hlsbee,
Clifton, Morencl
Oinanea.
came
and other Important centers
says
from those mines,
the Blsbee
Review. Owing to this fact, the management of the company has formulated plans for the extensive development of its properties, nnd the
plans are now being carried out.
The estimated output of the mines
for this month is 80.000 tons of coal,
as against an output of 55,000 tons
during the same period of last year.
This big Increase of production Is
due to the exension of operations,
and the many improvements which
have been made In the facilities for
handling the product.
New tipples loading places are
under course of construction,
and
when completed will greatly facililoading
tate the work of
the railroad
cars. A new power- - house, much
larger than the one formerly used,
has been erected, and as well as a
new boiler house. An extensive new
washery is under course of construction, and when completed much larger quantities of coal can be given the
to making
treatment preliminary
coke.
Five hundred of the most
modern coke ovens are under course
of construction. Instead of building
the coke ovens according to the old
e
plan, the management has
adopted the under-flu- o
plan, which
has been found to be much more effective and economical. In an under-flu- e
oven, the gases thrown"off by
the coal are taken out at the bottom,
and piped to the boiler house, where
they are used for fuel. Instead of being entirely wasted, as they are In
e
oven.
the
Is
being extended'
The railroad
through
Vermeja canyon, in which
the mines are located, In such a way
that loading operations can be conveniently carried on from the mines
on either side.
Vhen all of the Improvements under way are completed, tjiere Is no
doubt but that the Dawson coal fields
will be one of the best equipped In
the country.
Ceiieral Manager Walter Douglas
hasjust returned from a trip to the
com fields, and when asked by a Review reporter concerning the operation
stated that all energy was being exerted to carry out the plans In
the shortest possible space of time.

wt-ii-

z,

this morn-

trip to the

Mogollon and Cooney mining camps,
where he was engaged on professional business.
He Is most enthusiastic over the
future prospects of the camps classing the Iast Chance mine as among
the great mines of the world. Tho
Cooney mine Is looking well
with
some 10,000 to 15,000 tons In sight In
ore slope alone. The San Juan dis
trict of Colorado is looked upon as
one of the mining districts containing the greatest number of large producers, but Mr. Hadden says that
development alone Is needed to maki
the Cooney and Mogollon camps
eclipse even tho Pan Juan with Its
Camp Bird, Revenue, Silver Ldike
and Hold King mines, all of which
are In the class producing over a million dollars per annum.
Mr. Hadden went Into the Mogollon Ma Magdalena on horseback accompanied by W. Montague Stevens
and reports a very exciting trip on
account of swollen rivers. They had
to swim tho Frisco on horseback.
The Gila river was unfordable for
several days and when Mr. Hadden
came through on the stage to Silver
City the first teams were Just across
nnd the water was over the wagon
body of the stage.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
The following quotations were re
ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Barnett Building:
York Stocks.

New
May cotton

American Sugar . . .,
Amul Copper ex. 2 per
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison, com
Anaconda
lialtlmore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
O. W
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
N.

$9.56

cent...

132
115
148
44
104

285
117
77

4
V4

185
63
16
40

V4

139

Y. C

Special Correspondence.
Silver City. Jan. 23. lb v. J. w.
Jackson, pastor of the Methodist
church of this city, after a short absence, returned last Monday with a
charming bride, formely Miss Beatrice Barnard of Oskaloosa, Iowa. Rev.
J.icksuo though he has been in active
service here but a few months, has
gained for himself a large circle of
friends and his bride, who Is a musician of considerable ability, as well
as a .woman of charming personality.
Is certain to prove a welcome addition
to social circles In this city.
News has been received lately of a
number of denths among former residents of this county. Prominent
among those who have passed away
was Benjamin N. Hickman, who died
at Santa Rita on Monday, the 14th.
Mr. Hickman was in his 7 1st year.
He was born in Indiana, served with
distinction through the Civil war nnd
after residing nt various places In the
west came to New Mexico in 18S2. In
1888 he settled
In
Grant county,
where he remained
for seventeen
years. At the time of his death his
residence was with his family nt El
Paso, Texas. Mr. Hickman leaves a
wife and seven children.
lie was
much thought of here, being regarded
as a
leuous example of the
highest class of our earliest pioneers.
Another death, which was announced here yesterday Is that of H. M.
Meredith, which took place In the
early part of the month at Sultaln.
Snohomish county. Washington. Mr.
Merldeth came to the county shortly
after the war and succeeding in realizing a fortune in the mining industry, after which he engaged in the
banking business. He left here In
1887 and took up his residence at
Sultan, of which he was at one time
mayor. Mr. Merldith's death was the
result of cancer. He was C! years
of age.
Still another reported death is that
of Claude H. Randall, eon of Mr. and
Mrs. B. H. Randall nnd well known
In this county ns one of our most
popular young men. He passed away
at Lowell, Arizona, recently after a
sickness of but one daV's duration
and which Is reported as acute indigestion. Mr. Randall was brought up
In this county and wns much thought
of by all who knew him.

J,)

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the

ran

price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
made, with cross supports and
E
heavy spindles.
I
1
Come prepared for a big sur-- j
I
I
t 1 'j J raise,
f j
as you will pronounce
'
j
this the most decided bargain
you nave ever seen
l'1 placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full size or three-quartlze at
TWENTY-FIVDOIXAItS worth TIIIHTY-ITVDOLT jA US.
'
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JUSTICE JAS. FITZGERALD.
New York, Jan. 24. Jas Fitzgerald, Justice of the supreme court, w ho
presides over the trial of Harry K.
e
Thaw, is a
man.
Fifty-fiv- e
years ago Justice Fitzgerald was bom In Ireland and his
career on the bench began some yenrs
before he ascended tho supreme court
self-mad-

Brass

Beds in all Prices, Varieties

Designs.

and

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

LOCAL

129

ns.

Me-ili-

PARAGRAPHS

Marriage licenses have been issued

Building

In 1898.
His first distinction came as a boy
when he was considered best among

the youthful debaters
at Cooper
Union.
With the coming of manhood Justice Fitzgerald began a fight
on Tammany which brought him to
the front in politics. He was elected
to the New York assembly in 1877
and hiter became state senator. There
he led the
forces
against Grady. He was one of the
organizers of the county democracy
and was closely identified with
Cooper, AhrHin S. Hewitt, Wm.
R. Grace and Wm. C. Whitney. He
forsook the active practice of law
to become assistant district attorney
under Mai tine and was regarded as
an able prosecutor.
For three years Justice Fitzgerald
wns president of the Friendly Sons of
St. Patrick.

REPORT OF; THE CONDITION
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The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7 1907

A

MAX IX lOl (il,AS,
dispatch from Douglas, Arizona,
says:
After spending a portion of
the night in'Jail before being released
on bond James Palmer was fined $20
and costs by Justice Ben Rico for
attempting to steal wood or kindling
from the Southwestern railroad yirrds,
Palmer's arrest was sensational,
Ho had a wagon In which to haul
tho kindling wood and he was armed
with a Winchester.
t,
Only tho colness of W. W.
special railroad deputy sher
iff, und Jeff Kidder, ranger, prevent
ed a killing. When they approached
the man he was at the rear of tho
Southwestern shops with a rille' In one
hand nnd a huge piece of timber In
the other. He attempted to raise
his ride, but Wuerschmidt covered
him with his
and told
him, to drop the gun. Ho lowered It,
but did not drop It until Kidder's
wns shoved into his face
"nnd almost down his throat," Wuer
schmidt said.

RESOURCES

A

Loans and Discounts . .
Furniture and Fixtures.
Real Estate
Canh
Due from

.11,005,439.28

5.03.6

,

other Hanks.

13,121.97
117.469.S6
367.605.S3

.
.

11.508,963.79

Wucr-schmld-

LIABILITIES
Capital raid Up
Surplus and Profits
repoHlt

$

150,000.00
69,044.11
1,299,919.68

II. 508.96J.79

er

87
24

Northern Pacific
156
Chicago North Western
19014
Ontario and Western
45 H
Pennsylvania
135
Reading com
129
Rock Island
2714
TO COMPETE FOR
Southern Pacific
95
St. Paul
150
Southern Railway
28
I n ion Pacific
176
V. 8. S. com
47
IT. S. S. pfd
106
(Jti i i.TrtcM. coi.i.i.;i:
Greene
31
n
ki:tI'KOM
tkam Aituivi:s
6
Santa Fe Copper
MKSIM,A 1KK.
Calumet and Arizona
183
23
,The girls' basket ball team repre- Shannon
Old Dominoin
67
senting the Agricultural
college
Range
94
In Albuquerque
this morning Copper
37
a Butte Coal
fn Santa Fe train No. 10 from
I'ark. They ure registered at
Kansas City lave Stock.
khe Grand Central hotel. Tomorrow
Kansas City, Jan. 24. Cattle re
evening they contest for territorial
championship honors with the Uni ceipts 8,000, including 300 southerns.
Market slow and steady. Native steers
versity of New Mexico girls team.
$4,1016.60; southern steers $3.60?i
The Agricultural college team is 6.25;
southern cows $2.253.75; naaccompanied by Miss Maud Morrison,
5.00;
(J.
chaperone;
J.
Miller, official tive cows and heifers $2.25 Ci
ami feeders $3.25 Cw 4.80;
referee;
It. Miller, coach, and stackers
Davis Foster, manager.
They have bulls S2.75iH.25; calves $3.25j)7.50;
carefully prepared for tho contest western fed steers $3.75 lij' 5.75 ; west
with tile varsity nt the Casino on ern fed cows $2.50 4.25.
Sheep
receipts 6,000.
Market
tomorrow evening and a hotly consteady. Muttons $4.75 if?) 6.75; lambs
tested game Is in prospect.
range
$4.Q0i
wethers
The personnel of the team includes $ti.7ut7.50;
Miss Vivian Redding, captain; Missel 6.40; fed ewes $4.005.25.
tlraec Ilrowif1, Nethle Dulling, Amad.i
Produce Murket.
Ortiz, Sue Connolly and Ollie liuvens.
Chicago, Jan. 24. Closing quotaThis afternoon a reception for the
visiting young ladies is in progress in tions:
Wheat May
July 78
the girls dormitory out at the

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalill
I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLE R,
V. P. & Cash.

at the probate clerk's office In the
Bernalillo county court house to

There will be a parish meeting of
St. John's Episcopal church, Friday
Cristobal Moya and Beatrice Sebalson, afternoon, Jan. 25, at 4 o'clock, to
Carlos Sanchez and Marlllita San- meet Rev. E. McQueen Gray.
All
chez.
members and friends are requested
Charles E. Dagenette, supervisor of to be present.
Indian employment for the departLESS DIRT, MORE HEAT 46.00
ment of Indian affairs, returned last
night from Santa Fe and started at PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
once for Phoenix and Yuma, Ari- W. H. HAHN A CO.
zona, where, it is understood, he will
The Scrumon Schools have a spe
remain for several days.
His visit clal window display in Schutt's Can.
Is In connection with the construction dy store.
of the Yuma dam, which the gov
ernment is about to take over from
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Im
the contractors, White and company. perlal Laundry Co.

Subscrid

January,

and sworn to before me this

A. D. 1907.

Ith day of

R. M. MERRITT,

Notary Public.
DIRECTORS.

,
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Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Kduard Fan- of Magdalena was married to Miss Mabel Heyn, a resident
of Albuquerque.
The ceremony,
which was performed at the parsonage of the Lutheran church by the
pastor. Rev. K. Moser, was a quiet
affair, there being present only some
of the near relatives of the contracting parties.
Edward Farr is a brother of William Farr of the Walllam Farr Co.,
meat market on Second street, and
Joseph
Farr. I'ntll about three
months ago he was a cattle buyer
for the William Farr company and
lived in Albuquerque.
More recently
Mr. Farr has been engaged in the
sheep business at Magdalena
with
David Farr, another of his brothers.
His bride is a well known and
popular in her circle of friends. She
is a sister of Deputy Sheriff Heyn.
Mr. Farr has not decided whether he
will make his home in Albuquerque
or Magdalena. The bride and groom
will reside in Albuquerque for the
present anyway.
-

to
The Santa Fe payroll
about 11. SOU at lis point this month
says the Holbrok Argus. An extra
gang of men udor John tlroves of
the water erv'- - was sent here last
Saturday m.'.xt to Install a larger
pump, whichwith the smaller one
now In operfion, ' Mr. Shope hopes
to keep the ater in the well down
to a stage hat will enuble him to
proceed will the digging. This mon
ster well If twenty-eigh- t
fret in dl
ameter an I" ''"w about the same
number offeet in depth. They ex
pect to gijdown from wixly to eighty
feet, or fi'H u. sulticient supply of
The O'Brien Sisters Miss Mary
wati-is,"btained.
and Charlotte sold out their millinery business yesterday to Miss Jane
McPartland, and it Is understood
they will soon return to their old
MORTUARY
home In St. Louis. Miss McPartland
will leave in a few days for the east,
where she will purchase a new stock
services
held
owr
Fu"rl
of spring and summer millinery, and
rfmalns
of
the
late
H.
Martin
the
will also engage the services of a first
at Strong's class trimmer.
Jont 'his afternoon
Mr.
was
Jones
formerly
rha1.
at I.aguna and died
At the regular
of Albu
at the Santa Fe hospit- querque Lodge- - No. niectiiig
o. K .
441 K,
al f asthma 'inly a few hours after last niglil resolutions were !.adopted
to the Institution.
endorsing the
cemetery
liywitrtiiee
plan instigated by Harmony Lodgi
l'lie funeral of the late Hamuli San-e1
No.
I. o. o. F., last Firday evening.
fin of Victor Sanchez, and for- - Kxalied Ituler Felix lister has not
erly a machinist at Santa Fe, wag yet appointed the
but wl!l
i. I I this morning
at 8.30 o'clock do so, It is said. In committee,
the near future.
.'rom his late residence, No. 602 South
Second street. The remains were ln- RANCH Et.GS.
lerred in San Jose cemetery. Mr. San- - I For fresh eggs, one or two days old
hez died on Tuesday evening of phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
j
pneumonia.
street and Mountain road.
atm-unle-

It. W. Hitddcii returned
a two weeks'

are becoming an ing from

all
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Show R. W. Hadden Returns From E Wedding and Three Deaths
Mogollon and Cooney Wltii
Reported From the Grant
New Railroad Progressing.
Favorable Accounts.
County Metropolis.
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A Value of Values

Big Increase in Production.

bee-hiv-

cut-gla-

SILVER
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This Exquisite Brass Bed

FROM

Mines

Phelps-Dodg- e

name. He hired a
room at 215 West Eightieth street,
directly over the snloon of August F.
Hchmldt, and tried hard to conform
to the quiet ways of the city. He
muzzled his warhoops and spiked his
guns.
But. last night, the spirit of the
ranch and, perhaps, other kinds of
spirits awakefled in him a desire for
a real western time, and he started
out to "shoot up the town." He
belt nnd
buckled on a cartridge
chucked a long barreled target pistol
in the holster.
His "whoop!" as he entered the
saloon of August Schmidt acted like
the gust of a tornado. A score of
customers rushed to shelter as though
Murphy flourished his
blown there.
revolver and declared that he was
the! "cracklest crack shot that ever
crarked." Then he began to shoot.
Poor Schmidt was unable to disappear, as he had been In the front part
of the etore, and Murphy decided to
try his markmanshlp on him. Schmidt
held a lighted cigar.
"Up with your Hipper and 1ft me
knock your ashes off for you!" roared
Murphy.
Schmidt, afraid of being shot If he
disobeyed, hoisted a shivering hand
above his head. Crack! went the pistol, and oft tumbled the cigar ashes.
"Now for a lock of your hnlr,"
laughed Murphy, and again the pistol
; spoke, nipping
several hairs from the
head.
terrified saloon-keeper- 's
"This is a corkin' shooting gallery,"
said the cowboy, turning his weapon
at other objects. He picked oft glasses, chopped the heads off bottles, shot
out the sunburst designs in the
mirrors, broke the light globes,
and when he had finished his fusillade
there was hardly a whole piece of
glass in the place. Schmidt said he
also shot a cherry out of a customer's
cocktail glass.
Meanwhile a customer had telestreet
phoned the West
police station, and Patrolman
and Richards arrived Just as
Murphy announced he had run out
of cartridges and was going for more.
He was locked up and charged with
felonious assault and malicious mis- GIRLS
chief.
- Schmidt says the damage amounts
to more than $300.
by

NEWS

FROM MINING

EXTENSIVE

From Arizona In New York.
Who Gave Wonderful Exhibitions With His Gun.

RAILROAD

GOOD

CITIZEB.

OF HARRY THAW

PUNCHER

H." Murphy,

REPORT

AT GOOD

EVENING

45;

May
July
May
July
May $16.62; July $16.67
May $9.42; July $9.47j..
May $9.10; July $9.20.

38j);

35.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 24. Cattle receipts
8,000, market steady. Beeves $4.1 5
7.00; cows and heifers $1.505.25;
stackers and feeders $2.50 Hp 4.80;
Texans $2.50 (if 4.80; calves $6.00 tj)

That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
Provisions is always complete and our prices are i iglit
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
or telephone your order to the
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT
(22-(12- 4

Money Market.
New York, Jan. 24. Prime
cantile paper 5i; silver 68c.

ijc-i-- n

LOMMOUI & iMATTEUCCI

St. Ixmls Wool Market.
24.
I.ouls. Jan.
Wool
xteudy
unchanged.
and
SM-lic-

$6. or..

ii

r

Jan.

n: iiti:ssi:u

Market.
Spelter

24.

ami

in sr.
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REMOVAL
.

et

tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair;
removes tnolu-J- ,
wails and supetiluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine fur treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
is also used
rheumatism, oain-anmassage.

fr

d

Our liOK.H IHiY work duii'n have
d
over, imperial Launbe
dry Co.

ti

wu-ln-

French Bakery

The telephone

preserve

healthy

prolong your Ufa
protect your horn.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

hikoio.
prj-pare-

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Open Day and Night.

Ill ill.

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
I'M!
West Railroad avenue, Is
d
to give thorough
scalp treat-mt, do hnlr dressing, treat corns,
bunions ami ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
tho kln and improves the complexion,, and is guaranteed not to be injurious
She also prepares
a hair

makes the
lighter, the care leea,
and the worries fewer.

duties

Santa Fe Restaurant

SI.

St. Louis,

telephone

HANDSOME

Under Huvt jy Hctcsl
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

mer-

The

Where to Dine Well

Sheep receipts 18,000, market 10
cents
lower.
Sheep $3.60'5.70;
lambs $4.757.8o.
Metal Market.

'P

LiVC AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
Orders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city. CJIve us
trial order.

8.25.

New York, Jan. 24. Lead quiet,
$6.00416.05; copper firm, $241 25.25.

r.

MARKET

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

iS

rtAK

& Co,
Borradaile
117 W. Gold
Ave.

Doctor McOormick

.

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yeu
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to S o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,
DEALER

New Mexico

J.IN C.NATIVE
BALDRIDGE
A NO

CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT Coven more, loot best. wear tb
longest, moBt economical; full measure.
BUILUiNtj PAPER Alwaya In etoclL Plaster, Lime. Cement, Paint.
Glagi, Sash, Doon, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

BHER

Have Your Hand

Read

by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tt-Ithe past present and future. Reunites separated, tells bow
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.!
HKADINU, 23 AXD 50 CKXTS AND CP.
KOO.U S3 liltAXD CEXTItAL 1IOTLX.

ALBUQUERQUE

r.tc.E six.

E

TEES APPOINTED

YESTERDAY
Proceedings of Council and
House Up to Adjournment
Yesterday Afternoon.

cor. 11..
thk Woilncwlay

lay

Morning.
of Tues-lathe council was called to order
Ht 10 o'clock Wednesdiiy morning by
President Spless. The roll wns read
Jy Chief Clerk Martin and nil were
reported present.
Chaplain Anderson then offered the
invocation after which the Journal
was read by the chief clerk and,
upon motion approved as read.
'The firm order of business was the
introduction of bills.
Mr. Mlera Introduced council bill
No. 1 providing tor the appointment
of Jury commissioners unil the selection of Jurors by such commissioners.
The bill was filed to be brought up
In regular order.
Mr. Martinet, of Taos, Introduced
Council Hill No. 2. which provides for
the repeal of Chapter 2. session laws
of 1901, relating to the appointment
of county officials to fill vacancies.
Should the bill become a law, it takes
from the governor, this appointive
power and places it In the hands of
county commissioners of the counties
in which the vacancies occur. The
bill will be taken up in regular order.
ny unanimous consent of the coun
cil, Mr. Sargent introduced council
Joint Memorial No. 1, which provides
for the restoration to entry of the
public agricultural lands In San Juan
county recently withdrawn by order
of President Roosevelt through Secretary of the Interior Htchcock. The
memorial asks that the governor send
copies to the president of the United
States and to the secretary of the
interior.
Following the reading of the memorial the first time, Mr. Sargent moved that the rules be suspended and
the memorial be read the second
time by title. The motion carried. Upon motion of Mr. Sargent duly seconded and carried, the memorial was
read the third time under suspension
of the rules, preparatory for a vote
of the council.
Mr. Sargent moved that the memorial be passed. The motion carried.
Chief Clerk Martin read the roll, all
members voting "aye."
President Spiess then announced
the vote and the passage by the
council of the memorial.
Upon motion of Mr. Dallies, duly
seconded and carried, the Council
then adjourned until 10 o'clock
Thursday morning.
'I'liinl

fursunnt

to ndjournment

y,

THE HOUSE.
Ttiird Day Wednesday Morning.
Pursuant to adjournment,
the
house was convened at 10:20 o'clock
Wednesday morning by Speaker Baca. W. E. Denniston of the Twentieth district, Ban Miguel county,
who waa delayed en route to the
capital by a wreck on the Santa Fe
railway, took his seat having been
previously sworn by Territorial Secretary Raynolds.. The roll was read
by Chief Clerk Staplin and all mem
An Invober ansered present.
cation was offered by Chaplin Ra
beyrolle.
Mr. Holt then moved that the reading of the journal be dispensed with
and that the house take a recess un
til 3 o'clock p. m.
WtxlncHtJuy

M.i-ra-

CITIZEN.

THURSDAY, JANUARY

14, 1MI.

SUPPLIES FOR JAMAICA'S SUFFERERS

Aldrlch, Uonue Herrera. M. J.
F. Lucero y Montoya, II. 11. Holt.
Ilnmllcd nml Rnffmwtf DUN.
F.. C. Abbott, Frank V. P.cach, li.
R. Studley.
County anl County l.lnrs.
K. C. Studley, Ramon Sanches. F..
M. .1.
C. Abbott, K. H. niernbaum,
Moran, Roque Herrera. K. S. Aldrlch.
Agriculture and Manufacture-- .
II. C. Abbott, F. Lucero y Montoya,
It. Ruppe, A. It. Hudspeth. Filemon
Punches.
Minos and Public
Frank YV. Reach, Amos Green, K.
S. Aldrlch, A. II. Hudspeth, Pllvestre
Mlrabal.
Ponitenlnry.
Amos Green, Roque Herrera, K. H.
Rlernbauni, Sllvestre Mlrabal. K. C.
Abbott.
Public lrintpr.
n
Amos Green. K. H. Hlnhaiim,
Sanchez.
Library.
It. Ruppe. Price
Walters. J. W.

3.

EVENING

n,

s

rtlONTEZURIA TR18T CO.

J

7

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUCHQUB

Y

Vu it" W

4

capital and surplus. $100,000

V
INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

r

Ita-ino-

Mulllns.

Insurance

With Ample Mean

Aldrlch, K. K. Studley. Sllvestre Mlrabal, Romulo Pudllla. H. II.
Holt.
Ilnnks ntnl Ranking.
Sllvestre Mlrabal, Frank W. Reach,
H. Ruppe, Amos Green, II. R. Holt.
Internal Improvements.
Francisco Lucero y Montoya. N.
V. Gallegos, Romulo Padllla, Filemon
Sanchez, K. V. Deniston.
Public Property.
Romulo Padllla, Fronclsco I.ucern
y Montoya, Filemon Sanchez. J. W.
Mulllns. E. S. Aldrlch.
Capitol.
Fllenum Sanchez, Amos Green,
Frank V. Reach, M. .1. Moran, H. R.
K. S.

1
i.t-

-

ill

J

'ti

I

X.;.:

:.:

.

'

C

19

...r

CTOjl

:

1""

I'lffi.

and Unsurpassed

0$

Facilities.

I

aiM9S

I
Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,090.00.

and

folldU

OFnCERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. an J Cashier; w. J.
Johnson, . st, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon
A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E Crouwell,

Holt.

Militia.
Ruppe, N. V. Gallegos, 10. C.
Abbott, A. H. Hudspeth. Julian Tru-JillR.

o.

Privileges anil KIcctlmiM.
Sllvestre Mlrabal, Amos Oreen,

ov

LmJa

Ju-

lian TruJIIlo.

Livestock.
Roque Herrera. Roman Sanchez,
H. C. Abbott, J. W. Mulllns, Sllvestre,
Mlrabal.
Kulcs.
Mr. Speaker. H. II. Holt. Amos
Green.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE

nLEl

"

INTO STEAMERS FROM THE WAITING STORES
DOZENS OF PILES I.IKE THIS WERE
ON THE NEW YORK PIHS. THE CASES ARE FILLED WITH FOOD. CLOTHING AND HOSPITAL SUPPLIES. AT THE TOP IS THE STEAMER PRIX, JOACHIM PHOTOGRAPHER ,11ST AS IT STARTED
FOR STRICKEN KINGSTON.
LOADED

Refugees Have

The Heart of Theresa

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

$2,000,000,

NEW MEXICO

omcKRB amd oimmeroRm
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

IsBa'laBlaBiaBalaBilaBflaBYBBBalaBXIaBT'laBalaBjBBfc

Bang!

Bang!

ing Pete the Coyote made to His
lady love when he called to see her
each evening ofter "round-up.- "
But
Pete's "howdies," as he called them,
were always loaded, and one ot them,
flying wild, had killed one of old
man Ludlow's prize steers. So Pete
was told to keep off the LudUow
property and to make no further advances to the fair daughter of the
Ludlow household.
Marie Ludlow wept each evening
when she heard the two distant shots
somewhere In the locality of the
Prairie Dog saloon. Her lover, Pete,

.".r;crniMii.

the had none at all.

half-bree-

e

w

p,

o

that
that

Theresa, you must know, ran the
bake shop below Mr. Frank's rooms.
She was a little French widow, whose
husband had died only a' short time
after the honey moon, and with her
brother she had come to America to
make her fortune. She bought a
bake shop, and the fame of her
good things became known in the
neighborhood.
She
made
among whom was one Frank
Harding.
It was six months after Frank
Harding had met the little widow,
and he had Just made his sixth pro
posal.
"Theresa," he Implored, "won't you
marry me? I cant live without
you."
But pretty Theresa shook her head,
and, although she promised to be
his very best sister, he would hear
none of it. He stomped about like
a big sulking boy, and finally ran
up the stairs to his room vowing he
would never again have anything
more to do with such heartless creatures as women. Theresa heard him
stamping up and down his room, and
sighed. She was closing the blinds
of the little shop for the night when
her lover opened the door ond stepped In.
"Forgive me, Theresa, dear," he
begged. "I'm a silly tool that's all."
Yes," Frank went on, "I should
many-friend-

Vice President
Caabier
Assistant Cashier
Director

FRANK McKKB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

most people said

It was In the right place, some
it was not. Frank Harding said

The house was called to order by
was proposing a health to her and
Speaker Raca at Z o'clock.
The roll was called and all answer vowing that before many more round
ed present with the exception of Mr. ups he would marry her, or there
would be a few dead greasers lying
Holt, who arrived later.
Chief Clerk of the Council Martin around the Ludlow outfit.
d
One evening "Old Fiji," the
lead the following message from the
who usually hung out at the
council to the house:
"The council has passed Joint Res Prairie Dog, drifted into the Ludlow
olution No. 1, Joint Resolution No. 2 gates and hunted out old man Lud- and Council Joint Resolution No. 1 lov.
"Him, Pete," he said, "him goin'
calling upon the secretary of the in
terior to restore to entry agricultural over yonder. Big Plain. Get marrlands in San Juan county withdrawn iage- license, he says. Marry Marie,
from entry by order of the president. your gal. he says."
"What's that. Fiji?" inquired Lud
The message from the council was
my
daughter,
eh?
duly received and filed with Chief low. "Marry
Clerk of the House Staplin. Chief Well, we'll see."
But FIJI winked to himself, and
Clerk Staplin then read the Journal
of the previous day which upon mo- before he had left the place little
tion of Mr. Holt seconded k.u cur- Miss Marie had received a bit ot
ried, was then ordered approved as brown wrapping paper with a mes
sage from Pete scrawled upon it.
read.
And old man Ludlow saddled his
Mr. Walters then presented Joint
Memorial No. 1, asking that agricul- swiftest broncho, buckled on his pis
tural lands in San Juan county be re- tols and set out for Big Plain, the
opened to entry by the secretary ot county seat. He would have it out
with Peter. He would kill him at
he interior.
Mr. Abbott of Colfax, under sus- sight.
So burled In his gory meditations
pension of the rules, then presented
House Resolution No. 1 providing for was the old rancher that he failed
the appointment by the speaker of a to notice the three strange-lookin- g
committee on live stock Industry. The wagons pulled up at the side of the
resolution was read and laid on the road a little below the windmill. As
table temporarily pending the read- he disappeared in the clouds of dust
ing of the names of the permanent down the trail a man crawled out
committees to be appointed by the from under the first wagon of the
It was Pete
speaker. The committees are as fol- caravan and grinned.
the Coyote, or, as was written in all
lows:
spencerlan dexterity on the marHOUSE STANDING COMMITTEES.
riage certificate in his pocket, "Peter
Finance.
H. B. Holt, chairman; E. C. Ab J. Barlow."
"All right," said Peter," and a secbott, E. H. Biernbaum, Sllvestre Mlrabal. N. V. Gallegos. Frank W. Beach ond person crawled from under the
The latter wore a black
K. E. Studley, Amos Green, It. Ruppe wagon.
Prince Albert coat, a silk hat, and
Judiciary.
d
book under his
H. B. Holt, Ramon Sanchez, K. E. bore a
Studley, Romulo Padllla. E. C. Ab- arm.
The wedding at the Ludlow's that
bott, A. H. Hudspeth, IS. Ruppe.
evening was the most gorgeous soRailroads.
Frank W. Beach. N. V. Gallegos, cial event in the history of Prairie
Ramon Sanchez. Sllvestre Mlrabal, Dog. Everybody of importance about
The groom,
H. B. Holt, Dr. M. J. Moran, E. E. the country attended.
Studley, Roque Herrera, Jalian Tru- arrayed in fragments of a dress suit,
was voted the handsomest man in
JIIlo.
all Arizona. The evening passed
Run (Ik and Highways.
Robert Martin, F. Lucero y Monto- away tranquilly, excepting for true
ya. Frank W. Beach, Julian Trt.llo, accidental shooting of one of the,
Filemon Sanchez, Romulo Padllla, E. guests.
The bride and bridebroom were
W. Deniston.
going to spend their honeymoon in
Territorial Affair.
Big
Plain. They were to ride over
Romulo Padllla, Filemon Sanchez,
Ramon Sanchez, Francisco Lucero y that night.
The old buckboard that bore the
Montoya. J. W. Mulllns. II. C. Abbott.
bridal couple swept out of the Lud
E. 8. Aldrlch.
low gates Just as the virulent father- Corpnt',n'1-Sllvestrof Peter entered It. In the
Mlrabal, Frank W. Reach
he couldn't make out who they
Robert Martin. Price Walters, E. H dark
were.
Aldrlch, Am
E. S.
Biernbaum,
"I've heard o" that weddln'," he
'
Green.
snorted. "It'll be all day with that
Education.
Coyote when 1 catch
K. C. Abbott, Price Walters. Romuhim."
lo Padllla,. Filemon Sanchez, H. Rup-bad," mid Peter,
"Too had--toRobert Martin, E. W. Drnlston.
gruffly.
Irrigation.
The buckboard continued on its
H. C. Abbott, Julian TruJIIlo, Rob-r- t
way until It had passed the windMartin, J. V. Gallegos, E. W. Den-Mmill. Then Peter stopped the ponies
Amos Green, J. W. Mulllns.
and pulled out bis
Public IojdluUous.
"Bang! Bang'" it poke Jeerlngly.
Fir.r.k W. Beach, Julian TruJIIlo, E.
dark-colore-

heart

Theresa's

That was the usual friendly greet

u.

m.

omromiTOBr

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchlsoa, Topeka

you

marry

me,

SURPLUS FUND

.

BusViess.

San Francisco.

O. X. MARRON, President;

HERNDON,

Cashier;

Wm, FARIt, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

4

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
o
OLD RELIABLE.
mmm

ESTABLISHED 187t.

ca

rui ivcr

mm,

heart

perfectly well now."
Theresa looked up slowly into his
shamed but smiling face and shook
him gently.
"O, you horrid thing!" she c hided
But she didn't strive to free herself
from the big man's embrace, which
the latter thought was a very good
Is

WIENER
BEER

Hut there's something else: an inde
scribahle element that gives to Wiener
its striking individuality.
In a word, it
is Character.
There's a most satisfying,
grateful flavor that is ahv?v a distinct
lilatz quality.

sign.

For any disease of the skin there
nothing better than Chamberlain
Salve.
It relieves the itching and
soon
burning sensation instantly
effects a cure. Bold by all druggists.

ad

VAL BUATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
t

c

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISbNS
Carrie

the Largest and Most Exclusive 8tock of Staia Qroeerle
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AYENUli.

ALBUQUERQrfj, K. M.

we Have Wealhered tit storm
and sunshine and so have ot) paints.
In fact it's because our pals have
stood time and weather so wtj that
we are doing such a good bkineas.
We sell the
best paints Sways.
You'll find our paints tho ch.Pes
because they are the best. Rady
mixed paints, varnishes, colors
ul
brushes.

the taste

Frank, anything," she
"I didn't know you were

yes,

J

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

election, and the brewing, fermenting,
Hnj; ani so cn faultless, is told in

111."

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled faoffiUes
for the transaction of all Irgitlmate branches of Banking

miiiiiimmmmm.

Theresa,

My

Fe Railway Company

CAPITAL

Frank.

"O, It's all right now.

Saat

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CHARACTER

"Will
Inquired
"Yes
sobbed.

&

1500,000.90
1250,000.01

STATE NATIONAL BANK

s

(By Arch MMackln.)
hasn't the money to pay her rent.
Jan. 23. While the They want us to pay rent for these
relief committee Is holding secret ses- - little cottages that are gifts of our
lons to decide on some way to in- - friends in other cities, and while
est the 12,000,000 of unspent funds there arc still $2,000,000
of that
contributed from all parts of the money yet to be spent."
country to the earthquake survivors.
Ingleside
At
racetrack 600 old peomany burned-ou- t,
helpless and sick ple are living and sleeping in cold,
refugees are shivering in cold shacks unheated stables. On account of no
shacks that are thin and damn and warmth, many of them are suffering severely with rheumatism.
for which rental is charged.
They
Hundreds of persons are still liv are well fed at Ingleside, but that
Is
good
all the
that can be said of the
ing In tents, and the cold winter
management of the home. The little
rains make life miserable for them.
stalls,
whitewashed Inside and out,
In contrast of the desire of the
relief corporation to spend the $2,- - are furnished with old second-han- d
furniture.
But Captain Kllian, the
000,000 of the refugees for a great
hospital, are the stories of suffering man in charge, says he is trying to
run
place
the
at the least expense.
and dire want heard every day.
the conditions among
Mary Kelly, an aged refugee, who theGenerally,
refugees In San Francisco are
ost her home in the fire, is one of deplorable.
sanitary conditlonos
the many who have complained of about these The
camps are anything but
outrageous
treatment. The photo good; insufficient food
and clothing
graph was taken as Mrs. Kelly lay are furnished to
those who badly
sick in a canvass tent In Jefferson need them; the refugees
are shiver
square.
ing In unheated shacks.
'I was refused food and medicine
And yet there Is a surplus of $2,- by the relief committee," declared 0(10,00(1.
Mrs. Kelly. "They handle the refugees' money as If it was their own
NURSERY PRODUCTS
private funds, and you a patper."
Shortly after the earthquake Mrs.
Kelly was given a shack to live In.
FRUIT
AND
SHADE TREES,
It was rainproof, at least, and was
VINES AND FLOWERS
near the site of her former home. shrubs,
BUY
SOME ONE YOU KNOW
However, the relief committee decid N. W. OF
ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER
ed that she must go to Ingleside, the
home of the aged people. Mrs. Kelly STREET.
not have asked you to marry me.
refused to vacate and the little build- A Jamaica lately Htcans Highly of
am not good enough fur you, The ing was torn down while she
was
Chaiiiberluln'M Cough Remedy.
resu. I am going away."
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su'Going away?" cried Theresa in
"They wanted to move me out perintendent
of Cart Service at Kingsdespair.
there," said Mrs. Kelly, "because I'm
Island
"Yes, I am going to leave tonight trying to make my friends under ton, Jamaica, West Indies
am going buck east to my old stand that they have been cheated says that she has for some years used
Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy
for
home.
out of money that is rightfully theirs.
Theresa slowly spread the white That money was sent to the fire ref coughs, croup and whooping cough
and
has
very
found
It
beneficial. She
cloth over the bakery goods, tear ugees, to make them comfortable, to
has implicit confidence in It and would
standing in her eyes.
build them decent shelter, to clothe not
be
without
a bottle of it in her
"Frank," she began tremulously. and feed them. I'm not the only one
I wish you were not going away
who has been wronged. Every day I home. Sold by all druggists.
"But I must. I must make a home hear of some poor woman who Is
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WALwith somebody who can care for turned out of her shack because she TON
S DRUG STORE.
me. I have never told you theresa,
but I have had a little trouble with
my heart.
I might you know,
ought to be with someone who could
anything
look after me In case
should happen."
'Frank," cried the petite Theresa,
"Frank, 1 I don't want you to go
away!
She fell Into his arms, sob
That every ingredient must be of choicest
blng.

President

M. W. FLOTJRNOY

But Are Hungry and Gold

HY ARCH M'MACKIN.

BY ARCH M'MACKIN.

HY.

Mitt
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rio grandTlumber

Cli

Corner Third and Marquet

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

n.

FEE'S
CANDIES,

STORE.

PEERLESS HOME-MAAT WALTON'S DRUG

FOR

-

SALE

.pjl Always

by Stern, Schloa

&

tha

bam Good Oli "Dlatx

Company. Albuquerqu,

New

First and Marqoette
Mexico.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

TIlliIUSDAY, JANl'AItY
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DENIES THAT THERE IS A SERVANT PROBLEM

nhould be restful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent
Hint tired feeling when you get
up. One of our Urns
1nU
tind PrinwM Drrwn
Is
a
thing of beauty and a Joy for
ever, and a Lcggr-- & Piatt
spring with nn OHtcrmoor
g
com- Mattrvw Is n
fort.
.s

.vf; 'Vtw-V- 1

CITIZEN.

OF SERVANTS SINGE CIVIL WAR

The Room You Sleep In

p.

EVENING

a

...

-

SEKEl'.P- -

AUDI T TO tilVE VV Hot
1NG, SHE PENSIONS FAITIIFVIji
MAIDS WHO SERVED IIEH IHK- IN1 A Ol'AHTEH OF A C'EN-- j
I t IIY.

Harness
at Reduced

tltYSttastt til

life-lon-

Prices.

THE SERVANT PROBLEM IS
THE MISTRESS PKOIILF.M.

J. D. EMMONS

SOME PEOPLE HAVE
NOTIOV THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO IH V A IU GGY. THAT AOTIOV IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL IIVYING POPl LAIt. LET tJS
TELL OF IIYOW. GOOD PU KING IX BOTH IElAItTM ENTS.
A

(By Mr. Win. 1. Itoontc.)
e
Servants should be treated
The Furniture Man
beings.
i likeIf human
Cor. Col&2d. W. End Viaduct.
mistresses would reform,
would reform.
Auto Phone 474. Cclo. Phon, Red 177.
i servants
A mistress should not make
promises she cannot keep.
There are women who feed f
earnestness Into the play that we be- t porterhouse to their dops and
to their servants.
4
t hash
come a purt of the characters a.
complain
Some women
of
sentiments she portrays. Do not fall
cooks when they don't i
t their
to greet her nt the reading rooms.
give them enough to cook with, t
i
Men Willi Record.
Women who change often
According to the Santa Fe Em- t cannot expect to have loyal and t
ployes' Magazine, there are now t faithful servants.
twenty-fiv- e
persons In the employ of t
Maids should not be turned f
the company, In the eastern grand I out Into the world when the
division, who have received pay from t family leaves town for the sum- - it
the Santa Fe thirty years or more.
mer.
"I feel an obligation lo see that human beings as I would wish to
Following Is the list, their position
my girls ure comfortable and
1 1
not be treated. They have good rooms
and residences.
thrown on the woiTd to beKin again nnd the same food we have, ifhclr
B. Anderson, car foreman, Ottawa, Special Correspondence.
at their age," she said.
friends ure welcome to Join them ut
Andy J. Boliu.cer,
foreman
New York, Jan. 23. After employ"Of course 1 have rea.l and heard dinner.
I do not compel them to
Hymer; John Buswell, engineer, Cha-nut- ing servants and maintaining a large a lot about the strife between mis- wear white caps. I hnve given
T. S. CalTerty, track Inspector, house since her marriage to Col. Wm. tresses and maids,"
she continued, Christmas parties to 18 or 20 of their,
Topeka; S. M. Campbell, agent, Ot- p. Roome, at the close of the civil "yet I cannot understand why the friends, ami 1 enjoyed waiting on
tawa; F. O. Chick, engineer, Colony; war, Mrs. Roome, from her own ex- warfare goes
I cannot help them.
on.
Thomas Dyer, carpenter, Chanute; perience, doubts the existence of the thinking that when there is trouble
"My girls understand me, and
Daniel Finn, engineer, Argentine; W.
servant problem.
with servants, considerable of the understand them, so we experience
C.
agent,
Gertie-seGarvey,
Topeka;
C.
I
After faithful service for a quarter blame must rest with the mistress. no friction.
ever
The only
AssociaFebruary 20. American
agent, North Topeka; J. W. Ken- of a century" she will pension her I have never given up niy servants scolded them was one time
Christinas,
tion of Dining Car Superintendents at nedy, general
yardmnster,
In1
Topeka;
once
have employed them. During when I found my room was decoratloulsvllle, Ky. Secretary, F. M. Dow, Robert Kenish, agent, Cummlngs; two maids so that they will be
sured against want and be comfort- a prolonged visit abroad I closed my ed with flowers.
Then I gnve Hu m
Illinois Central, Chicago.
Bartley
Lehchan,
foreman,
age.
house uud sent my maids to the a lecture on extravagance."
able In their old
February 21. Central and Western Severy; William II.section
Low,
up
engineer,
give
country.
Sirs. Roome Is about to
Mrs. Roome's two maids are Rosie
Association of Car Service Officers at Chanute; John W. Lucas, ticket
clerk. housekeeping and close her house at
"If there Is a secret of ni success, Cassidy. cook, and Maggie McCarthy,
Chicago. III. Secretary, V. K. Iteech-i- Emporia; Bryce
McMurtle,
Is
watchIt
114 West 86th street.
that I treat my servants lik upstairs girl and waitress.
C. M. & St. P., 194 Fullcrton aveman, Topeka; M. D. Mitchell, blacknue, Ctilcago.
smith,
A.
W.
Ottawa;
disParks,
March 19. American Railway
poise, polished manner, intensely draEmporia; George Rain, enand Maintenance of Way patcher,
gineer,
matic moment all are remembered
City;
Arkansas
Rain,
William
association at Chicago. 111. Secretary, engineer, Topeka;
perfectly. In "The Ragged MessenPatrick Regan,
K. H. Frltch, Motuidnork block, Chiger," Creston Clarke Is said to reach
flagman. Strong City; P. W. Snyre,
cago.
general
heroic heights never before atttaln-e- d
bridge and building,
March 27. Kastcrn Association of Topeku; foreman
by him or any other actor upon
Slusher, track foreman,
Car Service Officers of New York. Topeka; Gib
the American state, today.
Unruh, section
Abraham
Secretary, F. E. Higliie. Central of
foreman, Newton.
New Jersey, Jersey City, N. J.
m
m
COWBOY LASSOES A TROITH.E
April 24. American Railway Asso- TICKET AGENTS MIST
SOME MOTORCYCLE
g
A
victory
row-luin
over
the
ciation at the Auditorium hotel, ChiWELL
GOOD
PLAY
Harvard
the
NOT 1 1 10 DOMINEERING.
Victor liedewell of Phoenix was
cago.
W. F. Allen, 24
Secretary,
many
UY
in
match,
GILMOHE.
PERFORMED
said
which
he
literally "roped" on Main street In
The Illinois Centra! has issued :i
I 'ark riace. New York.
Paul Gilmore, In "At Yale" will pleasant
things, Mesa the other afternoon by Eugene
and
humorous
bulletin outlining
the manner in appear
at the Elks' opera house on thanking his audience for their warm Daly, a cowpuncher. Daly, with a
June 18. American Association of which passengers should be treated by
Local Freight Agents' associations a. ticket agents, in wnich it objects to Monday. January 28, and It will be reception and appreciation of his ef- friend, was riding east of town. The
New Orleans, La.
tile domineering haughty ticket airent one of the greatest p'.ays of the sea- forts, assuring them that it was al- boys were leading a rather wild horse
son. Tickets on sale at A. O. Matson ways a real pleasure to appear in and as Redewill came up to them on
June 18. Train Dispatchers' Asso- as an Institution not desired
by
ciation of America at Itoston, Mass. company. Among other things, that
&
Co's Saturday morning, at 9 Jackson, where he has always been his motorcycle the horses which the
the
Secretary, J. F. Mackie, C. 1!. I &l. circular says that nil Information giv- o'clock, January 26.
so kindly welcomed.
cowboys were leading became frlght- -'
Chicago.
Mr. Gilmore has a good company, ened nnd broke away.
The Jackson, Miss., Clarion Ledger
to the public by ticket agents
en
Incensed nt
June 19. Freight Claim association must be known to be
and one that works with ease and jthe motcvrycllst, Daly gave his rope
In says:
of Denver. Colo. Secretary. W. 1". every particular, especiallyaccurate
earnestness,
largest
giving
of
the
support.
audiences
fine
the
of
him
One
a couple of swings nnd the loop set-- j
!n regard
Taylor, Richmond. Fredericksburg & to sleeping car accommodations,
season was present at the Century Those deserving of special mention tied around Redewill and the ma-- I
time
Va'.
Potomac. Richmond,
being Henry McClain, In the thank- chine. There was a mlx-u- p
of connecting
of the
and matters of last night to witness Paul Gllmore'e
June 19 American Association of similar nature trains
new play, "At Yale," the theatre be- less part of "Hurley," the villain of machine, musician nnd dust as Daly
which
are
of
much
General Baggage agents at Portland, Importance to the traveler. The bul- ing packed from parquet to gallery; the play, and an actor of decided started after his runawny horses.
Me. Secretary. J. K. Quick, (Irand letin winds up by saying
and to say that the thrilling und ex- merit; Miss Leona Ball us "Dorothy Redewill returned to town, where he
that If an citing
Trunk, Toronto, Ont.
"Seeley's"
college drama was appreciated Handle,"
sweetheart, had the machine repaired, and swore
agent
refuses
to
treat
an
inquirer
June 19. Association of Railwav with decency he should be reported would be to mildly express a fact
bright, vivacious and pretty; Clinton out a warrant for the arrest of Daly.
AtlanTelegraph Superintendents at
Clay as faithful "Jack Randall," and The damage to the machine, RedeNo pluy of the day more completeto the general office.
tic City, N. J. Secretary, P. W. Drew,
ly absorbs
an audience than "At Little Edward Merrlgan as smart and will says, Is about 6. Daly, It Is
Wis.
Wisconsin Central, Milwaukee.
e
Will the Santa. Fe build a cut-o"Jlmsey,"
Yale," or more thoroughly holds
said, Is still chasing his runaway
July 29. National Convention of from Rio Puerco directly east from auditors
There were several college songs hoiws.
It Is not what
Seattle,
nt
Railroad Commissioners
the Duke City, making this city the would be called a heavy drama, and rendered during the pluy, which addWash.
Junction of the Rio Grande division still there is about it both strength ed much to its interest, in giving a Bware of Ointment for Catarrh That
October 15. American Association instead of Isleta?
Contain Mercury.
This rumor Is and character, far more than would true touch of college life, all being
and Ticket hardly a new one, but It has been re- be suspected. Judged by its name.
of General Passenger
written for Mr. Gilmore uinl his coin- - as mercury will surely destroy the sense
C.
Secretary,
of
smell
and completely derange the
Agents at Atlanta, Gu.
cently revived. It would do away
It Introduces a manly hero and a I'MI.J.
whole system when entering It through
Boston, with Hood
M. Burt, Boston & Maine,
danger at Isleta and cut beautiful heroine, a faithful friend, a
"At Yale" is a good play, whole- the mucous surfaces. Such articles
Mass.
out a number of curves and tonir heavy vlllian, a bright and snappy some, refreshing and nourishing, and noulcl never be used except on ores
from reputable physicians, as
October IS. Association of Rail climbs between Albuquerque
Rio little comedian, a score of loyal col- worth a dozen of the musical com- crlptiona
the damage they will do Is ten fold to
way Superintendents of Bridges and I'uereo. A surveying nartv isand
lege chums. It shows something of edies of the day. Its atmosphere Is me good you can posallily derive from
to
said
Buildings at Salt Lake City, Utuh. be In the Held making a preliminary upper college life and refined sports pure, and its lessons are good, and them. Hall s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
Secretary, S. F. Patterson, Boston & survey for the establishment of the of the seniors; the deceit und treach- everyone feels better ufter witness- hy K. J. Chenney & Co., contains no
mercury, and Is taken Internally, acting
Maine, Concord, N. H.
proposed route.
ery of a rival and the true friendship ing such u production, especially if directly upon
the blood and mucous sur
June 26. Association of American
In buying Hall s
It has in its cast an actor the equal faces of the system.
race
between
Yale
of
boat
a
others;
Hallway Accounting Officers at Bluff
Ten million dollars of the proposed and Harvard, in full view of the au- of Paul Gilmore.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It is taken internally and mad
Point, N. Y. Secretary, S. G. Phillips. 1200,0011,000 stoc k Issue of tho Penn- dience; the success of Yale with
in Toledo, Ohio by t J. Cheney & Co.
sylvania is to be set aside. It Is re143 Dearborn street, Chicago.
Testimonials free.
Seeley," (Gilmore) as' the CBEVION CLARKE'S
Hold by druggists. Price, 75c. per oot-tl- e
August 20. International Railroad ported, for subscription by the offi- "Dick
leading stroke; the disgruce of the
ART SIBLI.ME.
Master Blacksmiths' association at cials and employes of Ihe pystem. It rival and t he triumph of the reul heany
given
by
No
be
assurunce
need
Take
Hall s Family 1111s for
Montreal, Quebec. Secretary, A. 1. is said this stock wll be Issued at pur, ro, in love as in sport, and the beau- one that local theatre goers will
y
Wood worth. C. II. & ! ., LTrrtft4U.
and It is expected it will be eagerly tiful ending of a lovely drama, which
to the fullest measure "The RugFORT BAYARD, N. M.. JAN. 17.
taken, especially by officials
June 12. American Railway
who
Creston
which
more enthusiasm and calls ged Messenger,"
Sealed proposals In triplicate
Mechanics' association at Atlantic have been fni hidilen to own stock In arouses
for
any
opera
present
Elks'
applause
will
Clarke
the
hearty
than
at
more
forth
sinking and walling a brick well IS
City, N. J. Secretary, J. W. Taylor, companies, with which they have play of its class.
9. The hand
on
Saturday,.
house
Feb.
feet in diameter, 45 feet deep at this
390 Old Colony building, Chicago.
business relations on behalf of the
Mr. Gilmore appeared in the lead- of the master can be recognized In post, will be received here
until 11a.
June. 17. Master Car Builders' as- Pennsylvania eompanv.
every
poor
Mr.
Seeley,"
portraiture
ing
Clarke
the
that
role,
of
"Dick
m., February 17,
1907, and
then
sociation at Atlantic City, N. J. Secstage.
subtly
So
fought
given
boy,
does
young
has
who
had
the
Southern
A. E. Walker, an engineer on the
opened. Information
retary, J. W. Taylor. r.u old Colony
furnished on
energy
untiring
top
his
play
by
way
he
emotions
of
the
his
to
the
u)on
Aguasculientes division of the Mexi
application.
building. Chicago.
United States reserves
can Central, was killed In a wreck and natural ability, and was the toast audiences that one is carried along right to accept or reject any or all
evening,
through
unconsciously
exception.
one
the
classmates,
with
of
his
near Aguascalientes the other day.
proposals or any part thereof. En
.H'lM.K SM'SS SOLICITOR
his part with consummate and often leaves the theatre without velopes containing proposals
OF FRISCO HOAD. No particulars of the wreck have been He played more
should
exhisplendid
realizing
fully
a
what
his
maintained
skill,
and
than
be endorsed: "Proposals for sinking
Henry C. Sluss of Wichita. Kans., received by officials at El Paso. Mrs. past reputation, won In
privilegacting
"Mummy
has
been
bition
of
he
the
nnd walling well,"
has been named to succeed Willis J. waiKer, wife of the engineer nn
addressed to
and the Humming Bird," nnd "Cap- ed to witness. It is the next day Capt. S. P. Vestal, and
Quartermaster.
Oleed of Topeka, as solicitor for the son. reside in the latter city.
Is allowed to dwell
was
when
mind
His
actin
Debonnaire."
the
tain
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad
Santa Fe officials asked for an smooth, finished, graceful and nat- upon the performance In Its minutiae
How lo Prevent Bilious Attacks.
company In Kansas. The appointund free of all semblance of that the greatness and sublimity of
One who is subject to bilious atment came as a surprise to Judge estimate of the cost of oiling this ural,
apparent
Mr.
becomes
play
Clarke's
though
new
art
affords
ranting,
his
road
from
to
El
Paso
Albuquerque.
tacks will notice that for a day or
Sluss, though It was not undeserved.
nil
the finer more before the attack he Is not hun
for overacting. He has and long afterward
He has been receiving congratula- The estimate furnished was Slo.uOO, aopportunities
In
and
points
distinct
part,
clear
one
remain
manly
shows
the
that
with
oil
53
per
ut
cents
gry at meal times and feels dull after
barrel.
tions from his brother members of
better side of human nature, which one's memory. The visitor can recall, eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's
the Sedgwick county, Kansas, bar as
According to report, Master Me- appeals strongly to the sympathy of as if it were but yesterday instead of Stomach
and Liver Tablets when
a result of It.
ago,
chanic
many
Hicks
of
the
ineffable
the
months
audience,
Santa
which
und
receives
shop
Fe
the
these first symptoms appear will ward
Judge Sluss, since his retirement at Albuquerque, will go
earnest and Hearty applause. charm and majesty with which this off the attack. They are for sale by
from the United States court of nardino, California, to to San A.Ber-B. from it Gilmore
enhighly
fancisuperb
actor
clothed
the
received
several
Mr.
succeed
all druggists.
claims when that department of the Tood, who Is to be
was forced to ful character, "Monsieur Beaucalre."
judiciary was ubollshed, has been Point Richmond. Cal. transferred to cores last night, und
gesture,
every
graceful
rare
speech
just
His
neat
little
after
4 Citizen Wot ad doe tbe work.
a
make
carrying on a lucratice practice In
Wichita. Immediately after his retirement from the court of claims he
formed a partnership with the late
Judge T. B. Wall, which continued
until the latter's death, about a year
ago.
U
of
The news of the appointment
Judge Sluss was made public in the
shape of a circular which conveyed H
the following information:
"Effective this date Honorable II.
C. Sluss is appointed
solicitor for
Kansas, with office at Wichita. Judge
Sluss wll have jurisdiction of all litigation arising in the state of Kansas except in the counties of WyanRailroad Metropolis of
Mexico
HELKN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBLQL'EKQL'K.
dotte, Miami and Johnson.
Cut-ofM
,
N.
MAIN
AT
TUB
JUNCTION
OF
THE
LINK
OF
Belen
of
Located on
Fe
"L. F. PARKER. Gen Solicitor.
f
"Approved. ROBERT MATHER.
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
'First Vice President."
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGERailwuyfi I'ntcrtnlninciit.
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
Superintendent Busser, of the SanSTATES TO EL 1WSO AND TEXAS.
rooms,
reading
announces the
ta Fe
engagement of Evelyn Blanchard, of
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2T.xH0
Chicago, In dramatic recitals for
FEET. LAID OUT WITH IIROAD 80 AND
reading
room
Fe
dlvertlsement.
Santa
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
She will appear In the Santa
Fe
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND I'UHLIC PARK A. D GRAND
reading room at Albuquerque on SunOLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTday evening, January 27, and tt corING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
dial invitation is extended to all by M
f the
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL URiiE
the Santa Fe to hear her.
lalvnled. woman Mr. Husser has the
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE,
HELEN
..lowing to sny;
PATENT ROLLER M i LI CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
I am glad lj say I may not Use
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESihe lerm ''elocutionist" in my Intro-dHELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIP-PINTAURANTS.
ETC
She Is
tion of Mrs. Blanchard.
WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE,
FOR
POINT
very much more than that. She puts
ITS
BEANS ANT HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
the
She in personates
on a play.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMFIICIAL RAIL- i hararlers.
no.tr, citv in thi: neap,
can not he
of her .tudit'inu
The intere-- l
IM ATED.
maintained throughout. She is a lady
I".
of rctinement and culture, and in V
sending her out to our employes, I
am providing one of the richest evenWM. M. GERGER, Sec'y
jOHN BECKER, Pies
ings of their lives. She has dramatized "In the Bishop's Carriage," a
book which has had more readers last
year than any other, und the plots
and turns of the story are filled with
txeitenient and a mystic fascination
She throws herself with such Intense

t

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr Flrtt Stmt and TIJtra Avenue
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PRESCRIPTIONS
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WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

t

PRESENT

B. RUPPE
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Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,

e;

Whips, Axle Oils

YEAR

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.

1

A

n,

r

i

AMUSEMENTS
AT ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

spell-boun-

d.

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

j

J. Korber & Co.

Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

In Our New Store

long-of-we-ar

1

wlde-awnk-

ff

You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.00.

Few Words

.

couch
CURE thi LUNGS

KILLthe
and

WITH

Dr. King's
'

OLDS

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
8alt Msat
Steam Baussgs Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonio Building. North Third BtrMt.

Pries

W. E.

BOofcJt.OO
Fre Trial.

0UGH8and

Second

All Kinds of Fresh and

Nov Discovery
CONSUMPTION

212 North

No.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TBOTJB-LEor MONEY BACK.
S,

MAUGEH

WOOL

with Raaoa

Maurer.

Office. 115 North

First St,

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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Belling
P
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laPiles. linbaorlwthetumors.
once,
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sets
at
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m mm as a noultice.
s
re

irvf Instant

lief. Dr. VYilltums'lnriliinl'ileOlnt.
inmit is prepared for Pile and 1 Li n
U ing nf Iho private part. KTrry box Is
Itv driiL'sinf. hv mult nn m
vurrnnleil.
-- Ml.t
of prii-e- . Ml wnti and Sl.OO.
WILLIAMS
velan.l. otiij!
VNIIFICTURINO f 1 . J'ron,.

FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft BON.

ron a

am aoi

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqaert
nd Cigar. Place your orders tat
this line with na.
NORTH THIRD tTRJDm.

A, SLEYSTER BECKER HOTEL
New Management, Nirember I,
90S
insurance; real estate-nota- ry
Opposite the Merit re Depot
PUBLIC.
7.

1

Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

ADOLPH .BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL. B STATS,
LOANS.
j
Automatic phone 4S1.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bnlldla
'

.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

en-Jo-

BAMBHOOK

3T11S--t-

LIVERY

AND

BROO.

8TABLB
8ADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.
Tbe "Sadie" for mountain parties
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 804.
No. 112 John SC.

A. E. WALKER,
INmURANCK.

Secretary Mutual Building Assists
at 117 West XHOsmm

tion. Office
avenue.

COMING IN OUT

OF THE COLD
appreciate a perfectly heated
bouse, but It Is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Is properly warmed. It yours la lacking In any way, or If yon are undecided what U the best system to In- LIVERY, BALE, FEED AND TBAM
stall in a new house and need InforFER STABLES.
mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and Bs
changed.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTl
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad aa4
Copper Avenue.
we
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Railway Center
FAST

I.IMITi:i
KXPJtKSS, .MAIL AND
TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA IE WILL GO
OVKIt THE MAIN LINE TimOUGII TO HELEN", EAST
AND WEST, NOItTII AND SOUTH.
ALL

l'Ri:i(.l!T

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MAN Y OF THEM IMPROVED BT CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
CASH
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
WITH MORTGAGE
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

H

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICKS IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE

eight.

LOCAL AND

1

J

tng its the best ever. The Ellis or
chestra will play for the dance after
the basket ball game Friday even- -

PERSONAL.
(314 WEST

RAILROAD AVE

Dainty Shoes For Dainty Women
Patent Kid Uppers With Dull Tops, Light or Extension Soles, Military Cuban or French Heels, Lace
or Button. They are snappy, they
have character, they show off the
foot to the Best Advantage.
I

Medium heavy extension Mile,
93.00
Iihv, military heel
Hand turned sole, Cnlwti lieel,

lac

$5.00

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. DRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

SUGAR

CONFECTIONERY

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

J

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. I1ICKOX

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE AllCII FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND ST.

GO,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Foorth and Railroad Avenue

I

No. 202

A Rarebit
to be ptojK.--; ! y i rrporwl h ould be made
in a Aruu:iiT32, lio m'i dating limb.
Alvayy .ra-'.yuawoir, in nliout firm,
:iai! i, aaU in a few minute
t" "
t e

Hanafog, Bownun

&

Co.

Chafing Dish
!u prxl'ireda dainty moreel lo rrijal
I
tones that your
c uifinp; rir'i U ati.T.lifrd with the
anaaa
aramlMilvory"
pArlitl
;,
elect f.xvl tnufouiM only In
I ov.
Jt Cj. Clittiug li ica
ron sale Dt
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Fourth and Railroad Avenue

tarlo. are
Couples night at Skating rink to
night, extra music. Ladles free.
A. Mennet, Sr., came In last night
from Las Vegas for a brief visit.
C. W. Reynolds and wife are here
from Helen sightseeing and shopping
D. L. Murphy, prominent as a hide
buyer, has gone to Arizona on a bust
ness trip.
United
II. F. Bogh, the deputy
States marshal, returned from Santa
Fe last night.
Attorney O. N. Marron went to Los
Angeles last evening In pursuit of
professional business.
E. S. Mattoon, a well known citi
zen of Rhoades, A. T., arrived here
last night for a short stay.
Fred Fisher of this city was yester
day appointed to fill one of the po
sitions about the legislature.
Mrs. Ben Bibo, of Blbo, X. M., arrived here on "No. 2 and will leave
on No. 1 tonight for home.
Attorney E. V. Chaves left yester
day for the Puciflc coast, where he
will remain for a time with his

Miss Parker has received the appointment of teacher to fill the re
cent vacancy ut the Ranchos de At- risco school.
D. A. Porterfleld of the real estate
company of that name, left last night
for Tracer, Iowa, to look after his
business Interests there.
Nick Gehrlng, who was employed
on the new Harvey hotel at Ash Fork
as carpenter, has returned to the city
and will resume work here.
W. P. Galloway of Kansas City Is
In the city, a guest of the Alvarado.
Mr. Galloway Is connected with the
Pullman Palace Car company.
A. B. Hutchinson of Lawton, Okla.,
is here advertising the glories of the
new state to everyone with whom he
comes in contact. Mr. Hutchinson is
a business man.
Mrs. Viola Whltson has returned
to Albuquerque after an extended
visit In the south and Is again with
Mrs. Emma Whit- her mother-in-lason, 603 North Second street. s
Mrs. C. T. DeShon, of Liberty, Mo
who visited relatives and friends In
Los Angeles, la now In this city visiting her son, T. C. DeShon. of the Albuquerque Carriage company.
R. L. Mcllvttine, In charge of the
mercantile department of the Saddle
Mountain Mlnlag company of Art
zona. Is spending some time in the
city on business for his concern.
Weather permitting, the American
Lumber company band will give an
onen air concert at the corner of
Railroad avenue and Second street on
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock sharp
South Second street, beyond the
city limits, to the river, is being
plowed up on the sides and the dirt
thrown Into the center of the road
thus filling up several very bad mud
holes.
B. I). Havens, formerly connected
with the Learnard & Llndemann mu
sic house of Albuquerque, has gone
to El Paso. Mr. Havens has severed
his connection with the music house
here.
Jesus Romero Is In receipt of "a
large stock of seeds through the
courtesy of Delegate Andrews and
these
will be pleased to distribute
seeds to all who may be able to use
them to advantage.
Excavation is going on at the
northwest corner of Third street and
Copper avenue. It is understood that
Tott & Gradl will soon erect on the
site a two story brick business build
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Diamond, Wat diet, Jewelry, Cat Glass, Clocks. Silverware
jour tx.d and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

:

20 Per Gent. Discount
Semi-Annnu-

,
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HlfSOLVED
DOiVT

We can save you money

II!
5LIP UPON THIS

OPPORTUNITY

MOW

PRICES HAVE FALLEN

TODAY

QUALITY OF
GOODS AT OUR STORE
KEEPJ UP.

n the purchase of a Piano

BUT THE

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

BU5TER, BfcOVfs.

Do It Today
Learnard

&

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avenne

a few months ago at their residence

In old town.
C. H. Rollins, of Denver, western
head of the American Tobacco com
pany, Is In Albuquerque, this city
being In the Itinerary of his stopping
places on agency Inspecting
trips.
Mr. Rollins travels extensively over

Rooms

S

the United States and Canada in the
interests of the tobacco company.
Prof. C. E. Hodgln of the Univer
sity of New Mexico will entertain
uiing the next fortnight Prof. Cyrus
W. Hodgln and wife of Richmond,
Ind. The former Is a brother of the
ocul man and Is one of the faculty of
arlham college. He is on his way
to the Pacific coast for a short period
f rest and recreation.
C. G. Gonzales, a well known stock
raiser and farmer of the Sandoval
elghborhood, up the river. Is in the
city today on business. He reports
the small farmers of that portion of
the Rio Grande valley making prep
arations to begin early farming, and
more acreage than usual will be put
nder cultivation the coming spring
nd summer.
The Williams News says: W. M.
Hayward, the popular traveling rep
resentative of the N. K. Fairbanks
Soap company, of Chicago, and whose
agency headquarters are at Albif- uerque, was In town a few days
his week, soliciting business for his
firm.
While
He left for Jerome.
here Mr. Hayward flooded the mar
ket with "Sunny Monday," a very
aluable Washington compound.
Owing to Its one page, well dis
played advertisement,
published in
The Evening Citizen yesterday after
noon, the, big store of th Golden
Rule Dry Goods company l.as been
crowded all day with bargain hunters,
nd J. W. Prestel, manager of the
store In the absence of Col. J. A
Welnmann. fully realized this morn
ng that It really does pay to use
printer's Ink. Every clerk In the
establishment, besides half a dozen
tew ones, have been, kept on the
move all day, and the receipts from
sales will foot up to handsome ng
ures when the store closes this even

W. H.
'

Clearance Sale

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
duetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - STUDY OUR WINDOWS

OOc

SI. 25

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

,

R0

DONT SLIt

Our GREEN TAG SALE is drawing to a close.
Prices are all shot to pieces. Now is the time to buy
good goods for a little money. See what we did to
our Suit and Overcoat Prices.

HAHN&CO.
Doth Phones.

Tfte

J

Rtllroad Avenue Clothier.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

'

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

ng.

The International CorroqMiiidciioe
Schools of Scranton are having won
languages,
derful success teaching
They use the Edison Standard Phono
you
graph. Why don't
learn Spanish?
MACHINE

C UT
ALFALFA. THE
GREEN
FOOD FOK
FOWLSS. E. W. FEE,
SOUTH
MUST STREET.

PROPER

SPECIAL DRIVE.
in triple coated, selected blue and
while enamel ware, all white lined
Your choice B0 cents of any of the
following articles:
2 Qt. double boilers.
10 (jt. wuter pajls.
5 Qt. tea kettles.
Qt. coffee pota.
S Qt. Berlin kettles.
14 Qt. rinsing pans.
6 Qt. Up sauce pans.
10 Qt. preserving kettles.
No limit to purchase. You can bu
3

one article or the entire lot.
THE MAZE.
Win. K1EKE, Proprietor.
grade
Pupils in Hi si primary
should enter next Monday, as a class
will be organized then in connec
tlon with Miss Phllbrlck's Kinder
Kartell, Commercial club building,
PUESBYTERIAX SALE.
ladles of the Presbyterla
church are preparing for a sale of
candy an
home cooking, home-mad- e
aprons, at the Woman's Exhange,
Thursday, Jan. 24th. At noon they
will serve lunch and in the after
noon and evening Ice cream and caka
will be for sale.
The Woman's Relief Corps will give
a
social Thursday evening,
January 24. in Red Men's hall. The
O. A. R. Post nnd Ladles of the Circle ure Invited; also the public.
The

:

Wholesale and Retail:

HARDWARE
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o
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0
00
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0

Iron Pipe,

Pumps, Valves,

Fittings-Ste- am

and Water

Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. Steel. Waeron Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Maik Orders Solicited
mouth rirt mtrt
it a.dot,tte.403.i it.North
rirut Otroot
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Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arlsona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiIt can if
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
carefully
year
will
coming
policy
a
out
the
every individual who takes
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.

WE

THE IIAMlUJil COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladles and gentlemen, and every
garment la thoroughly sterilised la Its
(icanMiiR.
Prices are satisfactory
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on appli
cation.
A special
Suits made to order.
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

HONEY

10 lbs. Nip

Extracted Honey

for

$1.00. Order by Postal.
W, P. Alton, lto 802, Albuquerque.
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

is owned and controlled

EXCHANGED

118 W.

COLOMBO HALL
50c

Address Home Office,

R, R, Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
ai rum
Admission

The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

BOUGHT. SOLO

Assoelslloa Offlet
TraatMctlont
Cuaraattto

ROSENFIEID'S,

n

CANNOT

-- V-

A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

tier

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAX, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMICAL, EXCELLENT FOR
OPEN
GRATES, $6. PER TON. W. II.
HAUN
CO.

More Thau I If teen Hundred Peo
ple in New Mexico have received
and 4, N. T. Armljo building, great benefit studying with the Scran
ton Schools. Call at wliulo.v display
at Schutfs Candy store.

t
i...
20 Per Gent. Discount

block,

Cerrillos Lump
$6.50
Anthracite Nnt
S8.50
Anthracite mixed
99.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$0.50
Clean Gns Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load ... .$2.25

C. II. CONNOR
dr.OSTEOPATH.

We Invite

MEN'S SHIRTS

J

Complaints reach this office to the
effect that the road to the Barelas
bridge is in an awful condition for
traveling, and It Is almost impossible
to reach the bridge except through
half a dozen very bad mud holes.
It has been reported that the floor
at the Casino la poor for dancing,
but since Its recent cleaning and wax

In order to clear our counters of all heavy weights, we offer our
entire stock of Men's and Boys Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.
DO NOT DELAY.

The work of filling up the city
ditch has begun on the property at
the corner of Second street and Cop
per avenue. The owners, It Is aald,
contemplate the erection of a three,
story brick structure on the premises
at an early date. The lots adjoin those
bpon which the new Korber building
stands.
A mass for the repose of the soul
of Carlo I. Consoles, whose death
occurred last December at Sandoval,
will be held at the church of Imma
culate Conception, Monday, January
28, at 8 o'clock a. m. All friends of
the family of the deceased are In.
vited to attend the mass.
Percy Hawley, the man on the corner, has returned from Pernalill
where he left his wife and family,
who will visit friends there this week.
Hawley reports that he saw a large
flock of ducks at Bernalillo. He forgot to atate, however, whether they
were domestic fowls or the wild

lng.

Diamond

Believe Us

ng.

14,

COAL

Extension nolo, plain toe, Cuban
S3.M
heel, tare
Ex'eitMlon Mle, cap toe, military
$S.!0
heel, button
Hand turned or extension note,
$1.00
la v or button
exLight hand turned sole, laec,
fine

"Ealr," predicts the weather man;
Heat this weather If you can;
Cloudless skies and Heavens blue,
Ordered specially for you.

THTOSDAV, JANUARY

D. J. Reardon Is here from Kemer.
O. Ilamm, a Wlnslow, Ariz., stock- J, M. Collotnblne, who In an artist Established 1900
In crayon and
mnn. Is here today.
has on
Nick Montoya Is here from Ool exhibition at the store of S. K. New
comer, a very handsome picture of
don, N. M., on business.
Armljo, the Genuine American
F. A. Rowell and wife, London, on Col. and Mrs. Francisco
ton
away
In death
having
pawed
latter
visiting Albuquerque.

$

tra

EVENING CITIZEN.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Fret

3E

L3BE

